












This  project  report  is  a  result  of  a  class  assignment.    It  has  been  graded  and  accepted  as 
fulfillment  of  course  requirements.    Acceptance  of  this  report  in  fulfillment  of  the  course 
requirements does not  imply  technical accuracy or  reliability.   Any use of  information  in  this 
report  is  done  at  the  risk  of  the  user.    These  risks may  include,  but may  not  be  limited  to, 





















































































































































































































































































Manufacturer  Model  Number  Description  Location 




135  Victaulic  2703  52  Standard Response, 
Brass Upright 
Fitness room, janitors closet 




135  Victaulic  3401  13  Large Orifice, Brass 
Upright 
Shipping & receiving 




230  Victaulic  2709  3  Standard Response, 
Chrome Sidewall 
Elevator shaft 






































3.2.4 Heat Detectors 
Fixed temperature, heat detectors are installed in the building electrical and mechanical rooms. A list of 
heat detectors is provided in Appendix 6. The type of heat detectors installed is listed in Table 3. 
Device  Type  Manufacturer  Model 









































3.3.3 Disposition of Alarms 
When the alarm initiating devices have been restored to a normal position, the system control can be 
reset by depressing a single reset pushbutton.  




Device  Manufacturer  Model  Operating Parameters 
Horn/Strobe combination  Edwards    G1‐HDVM  101.4 dB*, 75 cd 









Location  Manufacturer  Model  Number 
Penthouse (exterior)  Edwards  757  2 
Penthouse   Edwards  G1‐HDVM  4 
Third Floor  Edwards  G1‐HDVM  22 
Second Floor  Edwards  G1‐HDVM  23 
Main Floor  Edwards  G1‐HDVM  22 
Basement  Edwards  G1‐HDVM  8 
 
Table 5: Location of alarm notification devices 












































































3.3.8 Mass Notification Systems 
The project building is not equipped with a mass notification system.  








Model  Description  Number  Total Amp‐hours Available 

















A Main FACP (Model  QS4) 199 x 1 = 199.00 235 x 1 = 235
B Auxil iary Panel 154 x 1 = 154.00 166 x 1 = 166
C Isolator Module (SIGA‐MM1) 0.05 x 17 = 0.77 0.05 x 17 = 0.8
D Heat Detector 0.05 x 17 = 0.77 18 x 17 = 306
E Smoke Detector 0.05 x 88 = 3.96 18 x 88 = 1584
F Smoke Detector (Duct) 0.05 x 4 = 0.18 18 x 4 = 72
G Horn/Strobe G1‐HDVM 0.00 x 79 = 0.00 40 x 79 = 3160
H Horn/Strobe 757 (Exterior) 0.00 x 2 = 0.00 337 x 2 = 674
I  Manual  Pull  Stations  (SIGA 270) 0.25 x 14 = 3.50 0.4 x 14 = 6
J Tamper Switches  (SIGA WTM/CT2) 0.25 x 4 = 1.00 0.4 x 4 = 2

































































and 3rd Floor West FACP 10 1 12 1.98 286.0 0.7 0.8 3.5% 23.2
Penthouse East and 
3rd Floor East FACP 10 1 12 1.98 741.5 0.7 2.2 9.0% 21.8
2nd Floor West FACP 10 0 12 1.98 299.0 0.4 0.5 2.0% 23.5
2nd Floor East FACP 15 0 12 1.98 641.0 0.6 1.5 6.3% 22.5
Ground East FACP 14 0 12 1.98 661.4 0.6 1.5 6.1% 22.5
Ground West and 
Basement













































































Second Business 2175 176



























4.2 Means of Egress 
A means of egress consists of the exit access, the exit and the exit discharge components. The 
components of the various means of egress are evaluated in the following sections. 






















































































































Floor Egress Element Nominal Width Clear Width Capacity Factor Egress Element Capacity Total Available/Required
 (mm)  (mm) (mm/person) (persons) (persons)
Exit Stairway Door (West) 900 855 5 171
Exit Stair (West) 1500 1140 7.6 150
Exit Stairway Door (East) 900 855 5 171
Exit Stair (East) 1500 1140 7.6 150
Double Doors off Atrium 1865 1775 5 355
Double Doors off Cafeteria 1865 1775 5 355
East 1100 1055 5 211
Main Entrance 1100 1055 5 211
South Adjacent to Main  1800 1755 5 351
South East 900 855 5 171
Shipping and Receiving 900 855 5 171
Exit Stairway Door (West) 900 855 5 171
Exit Stair (West) 1500 1140 7.6 150
Exit Stairway Door (East) 900 855 5 171
Exit Stair (East) 1500 1140 7.6 150
Exit Stairway Door (West) 900 855 5 171
Exit Stair (West) 1500 1140 7.6 150
Exit Stairway Door (East) 900 855 5 171

































































































(LSC 39.3.3.2) A or B A or B or C No Requirements
Occupancy Type Corridors and Lobbies Enclosed Stairways Assembly Areas 
(OL < 300)
Existing Assembly 





4.4 Building Evacuation Time 
The total time required to evacuate a building has several components as shown in Equation 2 (SFPE 
Handbook): 
ࢀࢋ࢜ࢇࢉ࢛ࢇ࢚࢏࢕࢔	 ൌ ࢀ࢔࢕࢚࢏ࢌ࢏ࢉࢇ࢚࢏࢕࢔	 ൅ 	ࢀ࢘ࢋࢇࢉ࢚࢏࢕࢔	 ൅ 	ࢀ࢖࢘ࢋିࢋ࢜ࢇࢉ࢛ࢇ࢚࢏࢕࢔ ൅	ࢀ࢓࢕࢜ࢋ࢓ࢋ࢔࢚																ࡱ࢛ࢗࢇ࢚࢏࢕࢔	૛	
 











































































































Normal Day  92  0  0.4  0.6  0.8  < 4.0  0.6 







































ࡲࢉ ൌ 	૚. ૜૙	ሺ࢖ࢋ࢙࢘࢕࢔ ࢙ ࢓⁄⁄ ሻ࢞	૙. ૞૞૞	࢓ 



















Stairway Door  900  555  1.30  0.72  42 























ࢀ࢏࢓ࢋ ൌ ࡰ࢏࢙࢚ࢇ࢔ࢉࢋ	ࡿ࢖ࢋࢋࢊ 				ࡱ࢛ࢗࢇ࢚࢏࢕࢔	૟	














ࢀࢋ࢜ࢇࢉ࢛ࢇ࢚࢏࢕࢔	 ൌ ࢀࢊࢋ࢒ࢇ࢟	 ൅ 	ࢀ࢓࢕࢜ࢋ࢓ࢋ࢔࢚	
ࢀࢋ࢜ࢇࢉ࢛ࢇ࢚࢏࢕࢔	 ൌ ૚ ൅ 	૝. ૝	
ࢀࢋ࢜ࢇࢉ࢛ࢇ࢚࢏࢕࢔	 ൌ ૞. ૝	࢓࢏࢔࢛࢚ࢋ࢙	





















































































































































































Valves/Devices  Manufacturer  Model  Listing/Approvals  Appendix 
FireLock Butterfly Valve  Victaulic  705  UL, FM  16 
FireLock Check Valve  Victaulic  717  UL, FM  17 
FireLock Zone Control Riser 
Module 
Victaulic  747M  UL, FM  18 
Double Check Valve  Colt  C200 OSY  UL, FM  19 
OSY Valves  Wilkins (Zurn)  350A  UL,FM, AWWA  20 






























































ܣ௦ ൌ 	11.8	ݔ	9.8 ൌ 115.6	݂ݐଶ	
ܰݑܾ݉݁ݎ	݋݂	ܵ݌ݎ݈݅݊݇݁ݎݏ	ܧݔ݌݁ܿݐ݁݀	ݐ݋	ܱ݌݁ݎܽݐ݁	ሺ ௦ܰሻ ൌ ܵݕݏݐ݁݉	ܣݎ݁ܽ	݋݂	ܱ݌݁ݎܽݐ݅݋݊ܥ݋ݒ݁ݎܽ݃݁	ܣݎ݁ܽ	݌݁ݎ	ܵ݌ݎ݈݅݊݇݁ݎ	
௦ܰ ൌ 1500	݂ݐ
ଶ













































































































































ܫ௙ ൌ 		 ൬891891 െ 0.25൰ 	ൈ 	
60
30	
ܫ௙ ൌ 		 ሺ1 െ 0.25ሻ 	ൈ 	1∗	
W/30 cannot exceed 1 (IBC 506.2.1) 
ࡵࢌ ൌ 		૙. ૠ૞	
 








ܣ௔ ൌ 		ܣ௧ ൅	൫ܣ௧ 	ൈ 	ܫ௙൯ ൅ ሺܣ௧ 	ൈ 	ܫ௦ሻ	














I A  UL  UL  UL 
I B  UL  UL  UL 
II A  37,500  121,875  365,625 
II B  23,000  86,250  258,750 
 
Table 25: Area increase after application of the frontage and sprinkler factors 
6.2 Materials of Construction 
Type II buildings are constructed of noncombustible materials such as masonry, concrete and steel. The 
following sections provide details of these noncombustible materials.  






























































































































































































TYPE I  TYPE II  TYPE III  TYPE IV  TYPE V 
A  B A  B  A  B  HT  A  B 
Primary structural frame   3  2  1  0  1  0  HT  1  0 
Bearing walls                            
   Exterior  3  2  1  0  2  2  2  1  0 
   Interior  3  2  1  0  1  0  1/HT  1  0 
Nonbearing walls and partitions                            
   Exterior       
Nonbearing walls and partitions 
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
   Interior 
Floor construction and associated secondary members 2  2  1  0  1  0  HT  1  0 
Roof construction and associated secondary members  1.5 1  1  0  1  0  HT  1  0 
 
Table 32: Fire resistance requirements (hours) for a Type II‐A building 
























6.4.1 Bearing Walls  
The walls surrounding the stair wells have a 2 hour fire resistance rating in accordance with ULC Design 
No. W404 as referenced in Appendix 35.  


























































































































Paper towels  Paper  22 boxes @ 8.5 kg/case  187 
Paper hand towels (folded)  Paper  13 boxes @ 8 kg/case  104 
Toilet paper  Paper  31 cases @ 3.6 kg/case   112 
Trash bag fitted to Janitorial Carts   Paper  3 bags @ 4.1kg/bag*  12 
    Subtotal (paper)  415 
       
Plastic bags (22” x 24”)  HDPE  8 cases@ 3 kg/case  24 
Plastic bags (42” x 48”)   HDPE  9 cases@ 6 kg/case  54 
Janitorial Carts   HDPE  3 @ 22.5 kg/cart  67 


















































































































































































































































































DETACT.XLS: Estimate of the response time of ceiling mounted fire detectors
INPUT PARAMETERS CALC. PARAMETERS
Ceiling height (H) 2.44 m R/H 1.230
Radial distance (R) 3.0 m dT(cj)/dT(pl) 0.261
Ambient temperature (To) 20 C u(cj)/u(pl) 0.168
Actuation temperature (Td) 57.2 C Rep. t2 coeff. k
Response time index (RTI) 117 (m-s)1/2 Slow 0.003
Fire growth power (n) 2 - Medium 0.012
Fire growth coefficient (k) 0.1 kW/s^n Fast 0.047





































































































INPUT PARAMETERS CALC. PARAMETERS
Ceiling height (H) 2.44 m R/H 2.500
Radial distance (R) 6.1 m dT(cj)/dT(pl) 0.163
Ambient temperature (To) 20 C u(cj)/u(pl) 0.093
Actuation temperature (Td) 41.1 C Rep. t2 coeff. k
Response time index (RTI) 2 (m-s)1/2 Slow 0.003
Fire growth power (n) 2 - Medium 0.012
Fire growth coefficient (k) 0.094 kW/s^n Fast 0.047













































































8.0 Conclusion and Recommendations 
 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Location  Temperature (F) Manufacturer Model Number Description
Main Floor and Basement 155 Victaulic 2703 45 Standard Response, Brass Upright
Main Floor and Basement 286 Victaulic 2703 23 Standard Response, Brass Upright
Main Floor and Basement 155 Victaulic 3401 13 Large Orifice, Brass Upright
Main Floor and Basement 155 Victaulic 2708 279 Quick Response, Chrome Pendant
Main Floor and Basement 155 Victaulic 2709 3 Standard Response, Chrome Sidewall
Main Floor and Basement 200 Victaulic 2709 1 Standard Response, Chrome Sidewall
Main Floor and Basement 286 Victaulic 2709 4 Standard Response, Chrome Sidewall
Second Floor 155 Victaulic 2708 205 Quick Response, Chrome Pendant
Second Floor 155 Victaulic 2703 1 Standard Response, Brass Upright
Second Floor 286 Victaulic 2703 2 Standard Response, Brass Upright
Second Floor 286 Victaulic 2709 2 Standard Response, Chrome Sidewall
Third Floor 155 Victaulic 2708 216 Quick Response, Chrome Pendant
Third Floor 155 Victaulic 2703 2 Standard Response, Brass Upright
Third Floor 286 Victaulic 2703 2 Standard Response, Brass Upright
Third Floor 200 Victaulic 2709 2 Standard Response, Chrome Sidewall
Third Floor 286 Victaulic 2709 2 Standard Response, Chrome Sidewall
Third Floor 155 Tyco WS 42 Window Sprinkler
Penthouse  155 Victaulic 2703 4 Standard Response, Brass Upright































Zone Location Device Address
Zone 1 – Ground Floor West Lunch room S 2004
Zone 1 – Ground Floor West Pre Funcition Room S 2017
Zone 1 – Ground Floor West Entry Lobby   S 2018
Zone 1 – Ground Floor West Lunch room East S 2031
Zone 1 – Ground Floor West Atrium S 2045
Zone 1 – Ground Floor West Pre Funcition Room West S 2051
Zone 1 – Ground Floor West Attrium on Wall S 2055
Zone 1 – Ground Floor West Elevator Lobby S 2056
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East POP Server Room S 1006
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East Data Room S 1007
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East N/E Office S 1014
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East S/E Office S 1015
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East S/E Office S 1021
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East N/E Office S 1022
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East N/E Office S 1023
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East S/E Office S 1024
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East N/E Office S 1044
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East Server Room S 1046
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East N/E Office S 1054
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East East Office S 1056
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East Electrical Room S 1057
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East N/E Office S 1060
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East S/E Office S 1062
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East Elevator Lobby S 1064
Zone 3 – Second Floor West N/W Office S 2005
Zone 3 – Second Floor West S/W Office S 2006
Zone 3 – Second Floor West N/W Office S 2012
Zone 3 – Second Floor West S/W Office S 2013
Zone 3 – Second Floor West S/W Office S 2019
Zone 3 – Second Floor West Atrium Stairs S 2026
Zone 3 – Second Floor West N/W Office S 2032
Zone 3 – Second Floor West N/W Office S 2033
Zone 3 – Second Floor West Data Room S 2039
Zone 3 – Second Floor West S/W Office S 2040
Zone 3 – Second Floor West S/W Office S 2047
Zone 3 – Second Floor West Elevator Lobby S 2052
Zone 3 – Second Floor West S/W Office S 2053
Zone 4 – Second Floor East S/E Office S 1005
Zone 4 – Second Floor East N/E Office S 1011
Zone 4 – Second Floor East Elevator Lobby S 1019
Zone 4 – Second Floor East N/E Office S 1020
Zone 4 – Second Floor East N/E Office S 1029
Zone 4 – Second Floor East N/E Office S 1030
Zone 4 – Second Floor East S/E Office S 1031
Zone 4 – Second Floor East S/E Office S 1032
Zone 4 – Second Floor East N/E Office S 1038
Zone 4 – Second Floor East N/E Office S 1040
Zone 4 – Second Floor East N/E Office S 1042
Zone 4 – Second Floor East N/E Office S 1045
Zone 4 – Second Floor East N/E Office S 1048
Zone 4 – Second Floor East S/E Office S 1052
Zone 4 – Second Floor East S/E Office S 1053
Zone 4 – Second Floor East S/E Office S 1058
Zone 4 – Second Floor East S/E Office S 1063
Smoke Detectors n = 88
Zone Location Device Address
Zone 5 – Third Floor West N/W Office S 2007
Zone 5 – Third Floor West S/W Office S 2014
Zone 5 – Third Floor West N/W Office S 2020
Zone 5 – Third Floor West Elevator Lobby S 2021
Zone 5 – Third Floor West Data Room S 2025
Zone 5 – Third Floor West N/W Office S 2027
Zone 5 – Third Floor West S/W Office S 2028
Zone 5 – Third Floor West S/W Office S 2034
Zone 5 – Third Floor West S/W Office S 2035
Zone 5 – Third Floor West S/W Office S 2042
Zone 5 – Third Floor West Atrium Stairs S 2048
Zone 6 – Third Floor East N/E Office S 1003
Zone 6 – Third Floor East N/E Office S 1004
Zone 6 – Third Floor East S/E Office S 1012
Zone 6 – Third Floor East S/E Office S 1013
Zone 6 – Third Floor East N/E Office S 1016
Zone 6 – Third Floor East N/E Office S 1027
Zone 6 – Third Floor East S/E Office S 1028
Zone 6 – Third Floor East S/E Office S 1034
Zone 6 – Third Floor East N/E Office S 1035
Zone 6 – Third Floor East S/E Office S 1036
Zone 6 – Third Floor East N/E Office S 1043
Zone 6 – Third Floor East N/E Office S 1047
Zone 6 – Third Floor East S/E Office S 1050
Zone 6 – Third Floor East N/E Office S 1051
Zone 6 – Third Floor East S/E Office S 1055
Zone 6 – Third Floor East Elevator Lobby S 1059
Zone 7 – Penthouse West Elevator Mechanical Room S 2046
Zone 8  – Penthouse East Elevator Mechanical Room S 1061
Zone 9 – West Basement Stairs Tops of Stairwell S 2011
Zone 10 – West Stairwell Tops of Stairwell S 2041
Zone 11   – East Stairwell Tops of Stairwell S 1037
Zone 12 – West Elevator Elevator Shaft S 2049
Zone 13 – East Elevator Elevator Shaft S 1025
 Heat Detectors n = 15
Zone Location Device Address
Zone 1 – Ground Floor West Electrical Room HT 2022
Zone 2 – Ground Floor East Electrical Room HT 1009
Zone 3 – Second Floor West Electrical Room HT 2010
Zone 4 – Second Floor East Electrical Room HT 1001
Zone 5 – Third Floor West Electrical Room HT 2003
Zone 6 – Third Floor East Electrical Room HT 1017
Zone 7 – Penthouse West North HT 2029
Zone 7 – Penthouse West South East HT 2001
Zone 7 – Penthouse West South West HT 2043
Zone 8  – Penthouse East Center HT 1026
Zone 8  – Penthouse East South HT 1033
Zone 8  – Penthouse East South West HT 1018
Zone 32 – West Basement Electrical Room HT 2002
Zone 32 – West Basement Main Electrical Room HT 2008
Zone 32 – West Basement Mechanical Room North HT 2036
























Toronto, ON M1R 3B4
Certificate Number
x______1131488 C
This Certifies that the Alarm Company whose name appears t~elow is Listed by Undervvriters' Laboratories of Canada (ULC)
and is authorized to install and monitor Protective Signalling Fire Alarm Systems in compliance with the requirements in
CAN/ULC-S561 for Protec#ive Signalling Systems.
The Alarm Company named on this certificate bears the responsibility for the correctness of the system installation, periodic
testing, maintenance and repair as well as the keeping of records respecting these activities.
It is also the responsibility of the Alarm Company to confirm that the equipment used in this installation is ULC Labelled and
is suitable for the application. All required service is provided for in the care contract between the Alarm Company and the
Occupant.
Underwriters' Laboratories of Canada makes no representations or warranties, expressed or implied, that the alarrn system
will prevent any loss by fire, smoke, water damage or othervvise, or that the system will in ail cases provide the protection for
which it is installed or intended. This certificate is evidence that the signalling devices are monitored and maintained by a
ULC Listed Monitoring Station and that the service is subject to countercheck field inspections by ULC Representatives. This
certificate is to be posted at the Subscriber's site and Is valid only with a current maintenance contract.
ULC is not an insurer and does not assume or undertake to discharge any Liability of the Alarm Company ar any other party
for any loss, which may result from failure of the equipment, incorrect installation, non-conformity with requirements,
cancellation of this certificate or withdrawal of the Alarm Company from Listing by ULC prior to the expiration date appearing
on this certifigte.
LISTED ALAF2M COMPANY LOCATION
ADT SECURITY SERVICES CANADA, INC
16447 - 117 AVE
EDMONTON
AB T5M 3V3
TYPE OF Fire PanelSYSTEM
NUMOEROFSIGNALSWITCHES ~~,q~Frp
~NTERCONIJECTIONROpM TEMP WATER FLOW WATER LEVEL PRESSURE WATER TEMP. CUB OFf VPLVES R1MP SUP.
NUMBER OOF RISERS O O O O O O O YES
TRANSMISSIpNACt.1V2MODE issuEO: 10/02/2012Y EXPIRES: ZO~OZ~ZOZ'] T~RIAMUM 5 Years
SUBSCRIBER MAINTENANCE
SYSTEM SHALL BE EXAMINED AND TESTED
AT LEAST ONCE EACH YEAR
HUSKY PLACE
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6206 - SO Avenue
Lloydminster, AB
T9V 2C9
Project: Husky Office Building
4429 — 44 Street,
Lloydminister, AB
Reference: 50-210-4093-000
To Whom It May Concern:
In accordance with the project specifications, avd In compliance with CAN/ULC-5537-04, we have
completed the verification of the installed Fire Alarm System at the above named site as installed by
Saska~ta Elect~.c Ltd. under the direction of the Engineering firm Stebnicki &Partners. At the conclusion of
the verification February 3, 2012, we confirm the Fire Alarm System &devices verified functioned as
intended and the system was left in satisfactory operation.
Please find enclosed all the necessary documents pertaining to this verification.
Should you require additional information regarding this verification inspection, we welcome the











Fire Alarm System [Chubb ~ow~A~s
Verification Report AUTCFIreSSecuriyComparry
BUILDING NAME: HUSKY OFFICE BUILDING
BUILDING ADDRESS4429 - 44 STREET, LLOYDMINSTER, ALBERTA
DATE: FEB 3/2012 SINGLE STAGE X TWO STAGE
MANUFACTURER: EDWARDS MODEL NUMBER: QS4
BUILDING NUM. PROP. NUM.: 50-210-4093
YES NO
1. THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE ENTIRE FIRE ALARM SYSTEM HAS BEEN VERIFIED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE STANDARD FOR THE VERIFICATION OF FIRE ALARM
SYSTEMS, CAN/U LC-S537M04. X
2. THIS IS A PARTIAL VERIFICATION FOR PARTIAL OCCUPANCY. X
3. THIS IS A PARTIAL VERIFICATION FOR A FIRE ALARM SYSTEM THAT HAS BEEN REPLACED
IN STAGES. X
4. THIS IS A VERIFICATION OF A PORTION OF AN EXISTING FIRE ALARM SYSTEM VERIFIED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 6, SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS. X
5. INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DESIGN AND CAN/ULC-S524, STANDARD FOR
INSTALLATION OF FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS. X
6. THE FIRE ALARM SYSTEM IS FULLY FUNCTIONAL WITH NO DEFICIENCIES. X
THE FIRE ALARM SYSTEM IS FUNCTIONAL WITH DEFICIENCIES. X
8. A COPY OF THIS REPORT HAS BEEN GIVEN TO : SASKALTA ELECTRIC X
9. A LABEL WITH THE DATE OF THE VERIFICATION AND TECHNICIAN'S NAME X
HAS BEEN INSTALLED ON THE DOOR OF THE CONTROL PANEL
This is to certify that the information contained in this Fire Alarm System Verification Report is correct and complete.
Derek Cole
Printed name of primary or supervising
technician conducting the verification
i nis recora is [o oe mam[ainea oy me
Chubb Edwards
Company
of primary or supervising Identification # of primary or supervising
conducting the verification technician conducting the verification
Printed name of assistiing
technician conducting the verification
of assisting
Company
Identification # of assisting





1 Form based on CAN/ULC-5537-04 Appendix C







Every Line must have the appropriate marking in the space provided
A. Documentation for the fire a►arm system is on site and is located:
SASKALTA ELECTRIC
Fire Alarm System Documentation Includes:
B. Instruction for resetting the system and silencing the alarm signals.
C. Instruction for silencing the trouble signal, and action to be taken
when the trouble signal sounds.
D. Description of the function of each operating control and indicator
on the fire alarm control unit.
[~~hubl~ ~nW.~~a~~






E Description of the area or fire zone protected by each alarm detection
circuit. (this may be (n the form of a list or plan drawings for the building} X
F Description of alarm signal operation.
G Description of ancillary equipment controlled by fire alarm system
--
0









A UTC Flre 6 Security Company
FIELD DEVICE AND RELATED CIRCUITS -TEST AND INSPECTION
A. Correct field termination and wiring size.
B. Correct circuit polarities.
C. An open circuit fault on a conventional device circuit causes a trouble signal.




E. One contact device and one non-contact device test for operation and annunciation at the
control unit or transponder, when using a field verifying device. X
F. Class A circuits serving conventional field devices tested for the capability of providing
an alarm signal on each side of an open circuit fault connection at an electrically remote
point in the circuit. X
G. Ground fault indications occur when tested at the electrically furthest field device, and do
not resulk in normal to off-normal status change condition. X
H, Field device at the electrically furthest point from the power source (in every
circuit) receives rated power in accordance with manufacturer's specs.
Replaceable over-current devices are of correct rating
J. Wire type and gauge in accordance with equipment manufacturer's installation
wiring at all system termination points.
REQUIRED SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES
A. Audible signal devices and visible signal devices operated within 10 seconds
& Subsequent input operated within 10 seconds.
B. Remote connection operated within 10 seconds.
C. Releasing device start of sequence operated within 10 seconds.
D. Required annunciation operated within 10 seconds
& subsequent input operation within 10 seconds.
E. Required central alarm and control facility operated within 10 seconds
& subsequent input operation within 10 seconds.
F. Ancillary circuits operated within 10 seconds






Form based onCAN/ULC-5537-04 Appendix C
Chubb Edwards
10118-175 Street Fire Alarm System Chubb Eow,~►AO~Edmonton, AB
f5SiL1 Verification Report AUTCFlre6SecurlryComparry
~h: 780 452.8411
CONTROL UNIT or TRANSPONDER INSPECTION
Control Unit or Transponder Location
Control Unit or Transponder Identification
MAIN ENTRY (SOUTH)
A. Input circuit designations correctly identified in relation to connected field devices.
B. Output circuit designations correctly identified in relation to connected field devices,
C. Correct designations for common control functions and indicators.
D. Plug-in components, modules and cables securely in place.
E. Record the date, revision, and version of firmware/software program.
F. Clean and free of dust and dirt.
G. Fuses in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.
H. Control uniUtransponder lock functional.
I. Termination points for wiring to field devices secure.
J. Control unit power disconnects in accordance with the Canadian Electrical Code.
K. Main power supply feed wiring in accordance with manufacturer's specifications,
L. Verify control units or transponders with stand alone capability serves the same















M. Control units or transponders which operate with stand alone capability have signal
silence, reset, and trouble silence switches with visual indicators, degraded mode
capability and stand alone capability indicators. X
N. Control unit or transponder visual indicators comply with table 3, visual indicators -
colourcode, --~
4 Form based on CAN/ULC-5537-04 Appendix C
Chubb Edwards
10118 - 175 Street Fire Alarm System aChllbb E~wAROsEdmonton, AB
i5S1L1 Verification Report AU7CFIreBSecurilyCompern/
Ph: 780 452-8411
CONTROL UNIT or TRANSPONDER TEST
Control Unit or Transponder Location
Control Unit or Transponder Identification
A. Power On visual indicator operates.
B. Common visual trouble signal operates.
C. Common audible trouble signal operates.
D. Trouble signal silence switch operates.
E. Main power supply failure init(ates trouble signal.
MAIN ENTRY (SOUTH)
F. Ground fault tested on both positive &negative initiates troubles signal.
G, Alert signal operates.
H. Alarm signal operates.
~. Automatic transfer from alert signal to alarm signal operates. (Auto EVAC)
J. Manual transfer from alert signal to alarm signal operates. - (Total EVAC)
K. Automatic transfer from alert signal to alarm signal cancel switch operates. (AEC)
L. Alarm signal silence inhibit function operates. Time 0 sec.
M. Alarm signal manual silence operates.
N. Alarm signal silence visual indication operates.
0. Alarm signals, when silenced, automatically reinitiates upon subsequent alarm.













Q. Audible &visual alert signals &alarm signals programmed and operate per design
and specifications. X
R. Input circuit, alarm &supervisory operation, including audible &visual indication operat X
S. Input circuit supervision fault causes a trouble indication. X
T. Output circuit alarm indicators operate. X
--
5 Form based on CAN/ULC-5537-04 Appendix C
(Chubb Edwards
10118-175 Street Fire Alarm System OChubb eowsa~cos
Edmonton, AB
T6S1L1 Verification Report AUTCFlro &Secu
rlryCompany I
Ph: 780 452-8411
CONTROL UNIT or TRANSPONDER TEST - Continued...
YES NO N!A
U. Output circuit supervision fault causes a trouble condition. X
V. Visual indicator test operates. (lamp test) X
W. Coded signal sequences operate not less than the required number of times and the
correct alarm signal operates thereafter. X
X. Coded signal sequences are not interrupted by subsequent alarms. X
Y. Ancillary device control circuit is rated for the intended purpose. X
Z. Ancillary device bypass will result in a trouble indication. X
AA. Input circuit to output circuit operation, including ancillary device circuits, for correct
program operation, as per design &specification. (refer to appendix C5.12, Ancillary
Device Circuit Test) X
BB. Fire alarm system reset operates. X
CC. Main power supply to emergency power supply transfer operates, X
DD. Control unit or transponder bonded to ground. X
EE. Status change confirmation (smoke detectors only) verified. [alarm verification feature] X
FF. Receipt of the system alarm transmission to the fire signal receiving centre. X
GG. Receipt of the system supervisory transmission to the fire signal receiving centre. X
HH. Receipt of the system trouble transmission to the fire signal receiving centre. X
II. If connected, record the name and telephone number of the fire signal receiving centre. Name: 
ADT
Telephone:
JJ. Operation of the fire signal receiving centre disconnect (FDR) results in a specific trouble
indication at the control unit/transponder, and transmits a trouble signal to the alarm
receiving centre.
X
6 Form based on CAN/ULC-5537-04 Appendix C








A UTC Flre 8 Security Compe7ry
Control Unit or Transponder Location MAIN ENTRY (SOUTH)
Control Unit or Transponder Identification 0
YES NO N!A
A. Conforms with the requirements of CAN/ULC-S524, and the Canadian Electrical Code
part 1, sec. 32. X
B. Fused (n accordance with the manufacturer's marked rating for the system. X
C. Equipped with identified d(sconnect means. X
D, Adequate to meet requirements of the system. X
E. Power for ancillary devices is taken from a source separate from the fire alarm
power supply
F. Power for ancillary devices is taken from the control unit and is designed to supply
such power.
G. Ancillary devices powered from the control unit or transponder are recorded
7 Form based on CAN/ULC-S537-04 Appendix C
Chubb Edwards
10118-175 Street Fire Alarm System [Chubb eow~►r~~sEdmonton, AB
r5s~~~ Verification Report AUTCFlre6SecurHyCompany
Ph: 780 452.8411
POWER SUPPLY TEST AND INSPECTION
Control Unit or Transponder Location MAIN ENTRY (SOUTH)
Control Unit or Transponder Identification
A. Duration of Full Load Test as determined by occupancy per Canadian Building Code (0.08, 0.5, 1, 2 hr 0.5 Hours
B. Record battery type as recommended by the manufacturer. Type: LEOCH Volt: 12x2 Capacity: 26AH
C. Battery Voltage with Main Power On 27 Vdc
D. Battery Voltage &Current -Power Off - Supervisory Condition 25.3 Vdc
E. Battery Voltage &Current -Power Off -Full Load Alarm Condition 25 Vdc
F. Battery Voltage -Power Off -After Full Load Alarm Test 25.3 Vdc
G. Battery Voltage &Current -Power On -After Full Load Alarm Test 25.8 Vdc
H. Recorded calculated Amphour capacity (Per ULC-S536 Appendix F4.1-C)
I. Correct battery rating as determined by battery calculations based on full system load.
J. Battery rating is greater than 85% of its rated specifications after the test and has passed.
K. Terminals clamped tightly, cleaned, and lubricated.
L. Inspected for physical damage/electrolyte leakage.
M. Correct electrolyte levels.
N. Specific gravity of electrolyte is within manufacturer's specification.
0. Battery has adequate ventilation.














Q. Disconnection causes a trouble indication X
R. Indicate type of battery test performed.
i) Required supervisory load for 24 hr - followed by the required full load operation X
ii} A silent test by using the load resistor method (Per ULC-S536 Appendix F1)
iii) Silent accelerated test (Per ULC-S536 Appendix F2)
S. Generator provides power to the AC circuit serving the fire alarm system. X
T. Trouble condition at the emergency generator shall result in an audible trouble signal. X
8 Form based on CAN/ULC-5537-04 Appendix C




Fire Alarm System [Chubb Ee~wa►~ios
Verification Report A UTC Flee 6 SecurltyCompany
VOICE COMMUNICATION TEST
Indicate with an'X' if there is no voice communication system included with this report: OX
A. Power on indicator operates.
B. Common visual trouble indicator operates.
C. Common audible trouble signal operates.
D. Trouble signal silence switch operates.
E, All-Call voice paging, including visual indicator, operates.
F. Output circuits for selective voice paging, including visual indicator, operates.
G. Output circuits for selective voice paging trouble operation, including visual indicator,
operates.
H. Microphone, including push to talk switch, operates.
I. Operation of the voice paging system does not intertere with initial inhibit time of the fire
alarm signal.
All-Call voice paging operates on emergency power supply. (batteries)
K. Upon failure of one amplifier, system automatically transfers to back-up amplifier.
L, Circuits for emergency telephone call-in including audible and visual indicators, operate.
M. Circuits for emergency telephone -two way voice communication operates.
N. Circuits for emergency telephone trouble operation, including visual indication, operates.
0. Emergency telephone operable (dial tone) or in use (busy tone) operate.
P. Emergency telephone verbal communication operates.
REMOTE TROUBLE SIGNAL UNIT TEST ~ INSPECTION
Remote Trouble Unit Location:
A. Input wiring from the control unit or transponder is supervised.
B. Visual trouble signal operates.
C. Audible trouble s(gnal operates.
D. Audible trouble signal silence operates.
YES NO NIA
9 Form based on CAN/ULC-S537-04 Appendix C
Chubb Edwards
10118 -175 SUeet Fire Alarm System [Chubb ~ow~►~osEdmonton, AB
5S1L1 Verification Report AUTCflra6SecurlryCOmpany
Ph: 780 452-6411
ANNUNCIATORS OR SEQUENTIAL DISPLAYS -TEST &INSPECTION
Annunciator or Sequential Display Location: SECURITY ROOM
Annunciator or Sequential Display Identification:
YES NO __ _ N/A
A. Power on indicator operates. X
B. Individual alarm &supervisory zones are clearly indicated &separately designated. X
C. Individual alarm &supervisory zone fndicatlon operates - (tf IV/A See Exception) X
Exception: Operation of each individual alarm &supervisory zone indication
gives the identical indication, or lights the identical indicators at the
other annunciator(s), and sequential display(s).
Specific method of confirmation:
A minimum of 1 alarm zone & 1 supervisory zone tested at each annunciator &
sequential display to confirm operation. X
D. Individual alarm &supervisory zone designation labels are properly identified. X
E. Common trouble signal operates. X
F. Visual indicator test (lamp test) operates. X
G. Input wiring from control unit or transponder is supervised. X
H. Alarm signal silence visual indicator operates. X
I. Switches for ancillary functions operate as per design and specifications, or documented X
as detailed in appendix C, Description of Fire A(arm System for Inspection &Test Procedures.
J. Other ancillary functions visual indicators operate.
K. Manual activation of alarm signal &indication operates. (Total EVAC switch)
L. Displays are visible in installed location.






10 Form based on CAN/ULC-5537-04 Appendix C
nee- ~~sstreet FireAlarmS stem
dmonton,AB 
Y Chubb ~ow,~aFto~
es ~~~ Verification Report a irrc Ftr




A. Operates per design and specification, or documentation as detailed in appendix C,
Description of Fire Alarm System for inspection and Test Procedures.
B. Zone of each alarm initiating device is correctly printed.
C. Rated voltage is present at printer {printer power is on).
DATA COMMUNICATION LINK TEST
Control Unit or Transponder Location:
Control Unit or Transponder Identification:




A. Where Applicable, each system abnormal condition specified in Table 1, reported
as tested for each data communication link at the control unit or transponder.
DCLR q
YES NO NIA
. Tests for alarm and trouble received under a single ground fault condition conducted
on each conductor of that data communication link independently. X
C. Each conductor in a data communication link, class A (DCLA) tested for the capability of
providing an alarm signal on each side of a single open circuit fault condition. X
D. Where a data communication link serves devices on more than one floor area, impose
a wire to wire short circuit fault within each floor area and confirm receipt and trouble
and alarm condition from another floor area. X
E. Where fault isolation modules are installed in data communication links serving field
devices, wiring shorted on the isolated side, annunciation of the fault confirmed, and then
a device on the source side operated, and activation confirmed at the control unit
or transponder. X
Where fault isolation in data communication links are provided between control units or
transponders, the field wiring shorted between each pair of control units or transponders,
in turn, annunciation of the fault confirmed and operation outside the shorted section
confirmed. X
11 Form based on CAN/ULC-S537-04 Appendix C
hubb Edwards
10118 - 17b Street Fire Alarm System [~CMubb ~ow~nr~~s
Edmonton, AB
5S1L1 Verification Report ALITCFIredSecurltyCOmpa~ry
Ph: 780 452-8411
ANCILLARY DEVICE LISTINGS
Type of Ancillary Equipment Installed on this System: OCHECK'X' HERE IF NONE INSTALLED
ELEVATOR HOMING x2
ELEVATOR HAT x2
ELEVATOR ALT HOMING x2
MUA SHUTDOWN x4
'NOTE: The equipment reported on this form does not include the actual operational test of the anc(Ilary device







FIELD DEVICE TESTING - LEGEND &NOTES
Chubb Eows~►ra~~
A UTC Flre 8 Seeurlry Company
O.
M Manual Station EDWARDS SIGA 270
RHT Rate of Rise Heat Detector EDWARDS SIGA HRS
HT Fixed Tem erature Heat Detector EDWARDS SIGA HFS
S For Smoke Detector sensitivity test
see chart on next page
For Smoke Detector sensitivity test
tool see chart on net page
For Manufacturer's Sensitivity Range






DS Duct Smoke Detector EDWARDS SIGA PS
SFD Su ortin Field Device - Monitor
FD S rinkler Flow Switch EDWARDS SIGA WTMICT2
SS S rinkler Su erviso Device EDWARDS SIGA WTM/CT2
PS S rinkler Pressure Device
EM Isolation Module
B Beii
H Horn or Horn/Strobe combination EDWARDS G1-HDVM
V Visual Si nai Device
SP Cone T o S Baker
HSP Horn T e S Baker
AD Ancilla Device EDWARDS SIGA CR
ET Emer enc Tele hone
EOL End of Line Resistor/Ca acitor
ffhe following notes apply to the device location records, based on CANIULC-S537-04 Append
ix E
Note 1: Smoke detector sensitivity confirmation or sensitivity should be recorded with the indfvldual device
Note 2: Status change - includ(ng Ume delays should be recorded with the individual device.
Note 3: Duct smoke detector pressure d(fierentiai or positive air flow readings should be recorded with the device.
Note 4: Time delay settings of the sprinkler flow switch should be recorded w(th the device.
Noie 5: Sprinkler supervisory devices cause supervisory condition to be annunciated -not an alarm condition.
Note 6: Upper &lower pressure settings of sprinkler pressure switches should be recorded with the device
Note 7: Low temperature settings of tempefature devices should be recorded with the device.
Note 8: Identify the specific ancillary system controlled by fhe Ancillary device, In fhe Remarks column.
Note 9: Ident(ry the correct field device operatlon (eg. Alarm, trouble, supervision, annunciation) as required.
Note 10: Identify zone number, circuit number and/or address as required.
Note 11: Identliy conventional fleid device locations monitored by a Supporting Field Device.
Note 12: Identity act(ve Fleld device and supporting held device locations.
Note 13; Test and conifrm conventional field circuit wiring supervision.
Note 14: Confirm field device free of damage.
Note 15: Confirm field device free of foreign substance - le. Paint, Drywall compound or other debris.
Note 1 s; Confirm field device mechanfcaitysupported - Independent of the wiring.
Note 17: Confirm the field device protective dust shields or covers are removed.
13 Form based on CAN/ULC-5537-04 Appendix C
hubb Edwards
)118-175 Street Fire Alarm System [Chubb E~wa~o~
~monton, AB
iS 1L1 Verification Report AUTO FIre85ecu~iry COmpem
h: 780 452-8411
Smoke Detector Sensitivity Ranges
Conventional Devices
Model Type Sensitivity Range Tooi Low High
EC10U-3 (onfzatlon 0.69-1.18% C-PST 140-1BOmV 5D0-560mV
EC30U-3 Optical 1.38-3.08% C-PST 570-830mV 1450-1550mV
EC30DU-3 Optical 1.38-3.08% WA
C2M-PD1 Photoelect 1.90-3.8% Magnet 7 Flashes 4 Flashes
C2M-PDC1 Photoelect 1.90-3.8% Magent 7 Flashes 4 flashes
EDW1151A Ionization 0.8% M00400R Measure &compare to label
EWD2151A Photoelect 1.8°/a MOD400R Measure &compare to label
EDW1400A lonlzatlon 1.5% MOD400R Measure &compare to label
EDW1451A tonizatbn 1.5% MOD40oR Measure &compare to label
EDW2400A Photoelect 1.4% MOD400R Measure &compare to label
EDW2451A Photoelect 1.4% MOD400R Measure &compare to label
SD-2W Photoelect 0.79-2,46% N!A
ESD-4WSJ Photoelect 0.67-2.46% NIA Test meter not 
required
ESD-SJ Photoelect 0.87-2.46% NIA
Intelligent Devices
Model Type Range Tool
SIGA-IS Ionization 0.7-1.6% On-screen
SIGA-IPHS Muitfsensor 1.0-3.5% On-screen
SIGA-PS Photoelect 1.0-3.5% On-screen
SIGA-PHS Muitisensor 1.0-3.4% On-screen






For devices not listed consult the device Manufacturer or CFAA's NEWS and TIPS at www.cfaa.ca
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fire Alarm System Chubb eow,o►r~os
Verification Report AUTCFIreBSecurityComperry
ADDITIONAL POWER SUPPLY TEST AND INSPECTION
Control Unit, Transponder or Power Supply Loc:
Control Unitor Transponder Identification
IN MAIN PANEL
A. Duration of Full Load Test as determined by occupancy per Canadian Building Code (0.08, 0.5,1, 2 hrs) 0.5 
Hours
B. Record battery type as recommended by the manufacturer. Type: LEOCH Volt 2 X 12
 Capacity: 7.5
C. Battery Voltage with Main Power On 27 Vdc
D. Battery Voltage &Current- Power Off -Supervisory Condition 25.3 Vdc
E. Battery Voltage &Current -Power Off -Full Load Alarm Condition 23.2 Vdc
F. Battery Voltage -Power Off -After Full Load Alarm Test 24 Vdc
G. Battery Voltage &Current - Power On -After Full Load Alarm Test 25.9 Vdc
H. Recorded calculated Amphour capacity (Per ULC-5536 Appendix F4.1-C)
I. Correct battery rating as determined by battery calculations based on full system load.
. Battery rating is greater than 85% of its rated specifications after the test and has passed.
K. Terminals clamped tightly, cleaned, and lubricated.
L. Inspected for physical damage/electrolyte leakage.
M. Correct electrolyte levels.
N. Specific gravity of electrolyte is within manufacturer's specification.
0. Battey has adequate ventilation.
P. Battery in-service date recorded or manufacturer's date code
Q. Disconnection causes a trouble indication
R. Indicate type of battery test performed.
i) Required supervisory load for 24 hr -followed by the required full load operation
ii) A silent test by using the load resistor method (Per ULC-S536 Appendix F11
















form based on CAN/UlC-5537-04 Appendix C
;hubb Edwards
L0118-175 Street Fire Alarm System ~C~'1uF~I~ EDWAR~S
:dmonton, A4
rss~u Verification Report AUTCFlredSecudtyCOmpany
'h: 780 452-6411
ADDITIONAL POWER SUPPLY TEST AND INSPECTION
Control Unit, Transponder or Power Supply Loc 1S7 FL EAST ELECTRICAL
Control Unit or Transponder Identification
A. Duration of Full Load Test as determined by occupancy per Canadian Building Code (0.08, 0.5,1, 2 hrs) 0.5 Hours
B. Record battery type as recommended by the manufacturer. Type: LEOCH Volt: 12x2 Capacity: 7.5
C. Battery Voltage with Main Power On 26.9 Vdc 0.098 Amps
D. Battery Voltage &Current -Power Off -Supervisory Condition 25.5 Vdc Amps
E, Battery Voltage &Current -Power Off -Full Load Alarm Condition 24.1 Vdc 5.1 Amps
F. Battery Voltage -Power Off -After Full Load Alarm Test 24.8 Vdc
G. Battery Voltage &Current - Power On -After Full Load Alarm Test 26.1 Vdc 1.95 Amps
N. Recorded calculated Amphour capacity (Per ULC-5536 Appendix F4.1-C) 5.022 Amphr
I. Correct battery rating as determined by battery calculations based on full system load, YES
J. Battery rating is greater than 85% of its rated specifications after the test and has passed. YES
YES NO N/A
K. Terminals clamped tightly, cleaned, and lubricated. X
L. Inspected for physical damage/electrolyte leakage. x
M. Correct electrolyte levels, x
N. Specific gravity of electrolyte is within manufacturer's specification. X
0. Battery has adequate ventilation. x
P. Battery in-service date recorded or manufacturer's date code Date:
Q. Disconnection causes a trouble indication x
R. Indicate type of battery test performed.
i) Required supervisory load for 24 hr -followed by the required full load operation X
ii) A silent test by using the load resistor method (Per ULC-5536 Appendix F1)
iii) Silent accelerated test leer ULC-S536 Appendix F2)
Form based on CAN/ULC-S537-04 Appendix C
ubb Edwards
i~a-~~ssc~~c Fire Alarm System Chubb ~~w~►AOs
nonton, AB
;1~1 Verification Report A U
TC fire 6 Security Company
780 452-6411
SCHEDULE 'A' - MONITORING
Address of Monitored Property:
Name of Monitored Property:
Name of the Central Monitoring Station;
Phone # of the Central Monitoring Station:
Name of responding CMS Operator:
Date of Test Cal I;
Work Order Reference #
Fire Alarm 0
Fire




Time of Test Call:













Form based on requirements of Manitpba Building Code
Chubb Edwards
10118-175 Street Fire Alarm System [Chubb ~Dw~A~s
Edmonton, AB
ss~~~ Verification Report AUTCFlreaSocurlryCompany
Ph: 780 452-6411






0118-175 Street Fire Alarm System Chubb EowA~~~
~monton, AB
SS 111 Verification Report A UTC Flre 8 Security Company
h: 780 452-6411
We hope that you find this to your satisfaction and should you have any questions on this matter please













































































































































































































































































































































































































Toronto, ON M1R 3B4
~ CertJficate Number i
1131488 C
;~ This Certifies that the Alarm Company whose name appears below is Listed by Underwriters' Laboratories of Canada (ULCj
and is authorized to Install and monitor Protective Signalling Fire Alarm Systems in compliance with the requirements in
CAN/ULC-S561 for Protective Signalling Systems.
The Alarm Company named on this certificate bears the responsibility for the correctness of the system installation, periodic
testing, maintenance and repair as well as the keeping of records respecting these activities.
It is also the responsibility of the Alarm Company to confirm that the equipment used in this installation is ULC Labelled and
is suitable for the application. Ail required service is provided for in the care contract between the Alarm Company and the
Occupant.
Undervuriters' Laboratories of Canada makes no representations or warranties, expressed or implied, that the alarm system
will prevent any loss by fire, smoke, water damage or otherwise, or that the system will in all cases provide the protection for
? which it is installed or intended. This certiflcaie is evidence that the signalling devices are monitored and maintained by a
ULC Listed Monitoring Station and that the service is subject to countercheck field inspections by ULC Representatives. This
certificate is to be posted at the Subscriber's site and is valid only with a current maintenance contract.
ULC is not an insurer and does not assume or undertake to discharge any liability of the Alarm Company or any other party
for any loss, which may ~esutt from failure of the equipment, incorrect installation, non-conformity with requirements,
cancellation of this certificate or withdrawal of the Alarm Company from Listing by ULC prior to the expiration date appearing
on this certificate.
LISTED ALARM COMPANY LOCATION
ADT SECURITY SERVICES CANADA, INC





NUMBER OF SIGNAL SWITCHES LOCAL FAA
INTERCONNECTIONROOM TEMP WATER FLOW WATER LEVEL PRESSURE WATER TEMP. CUi OFf VALVES RIMP SUP.
NUMBER OOF RISERS O O O O O O O YES
TRANSMISSIONACt].VE'MODE ISSUED: ZO~OZ~ZOZZY EXPIRES: ZO~OZ~ZO17 T~RIAMUM 5 Years
SUBSCRIBER MAINTENANCE
SYSTEM SHALL BE EXAMINED AND TESTED
AT LEAST ONCE EACH YEAR
HUSKY PLACE










































UPS System &Serial Number:







Phase A Phase C
Actual Current (Amps)-- 15.OA Actual Current (Amps)-- 15.OA
Maximum Current (Amps)-- 120.OA Maximum Current (Amps)-- 120.OA
Percent Current (%)-- 12.5% Percent Current (%)-- 12.5%
Phase B System Load
Actual Current (Amps)-- 16.OA Actual Load (kVl~-- 12.OkW
Maximum Current (Amps)-- 120.OA Maximum Load (kVl~-- 90kW
Percent Current (%)-- 13.3% Percent Load (9'0)-- 13.3%
RaHOni Ri immary
`Actual Load Runtime (min)-- 193 "Full Load Runtime (min)-- 15




The Batteries are starting to get vreak
UPS Notes:
Load is 13.3
Tuesday, February 09, 2016
,~~ ~ PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
~.,~,~M~.. TEST REPORT
Sits Checklist





Parts Replacement Result Comments
Coaling Fan Good
Electrolytic Capacitors Good
AC Filter Capacitors Good
Control Power Supply Unit Good





Corrosion or Rust Good
Electrical Check Result Commerns
Input Voltage Check Good
Control Power Supply Unit Good
Test Mode Operation N/A
Control Firmware Good
Converter and Inverter Op. Good
Transfer Tes[ N/A
AC Failure /Batt. Op. N/A
Remote Alarm N/A
Thermal Check Result Comments
Infrared Scan N/A
Battery Check Result Comments
Midtronics Test Good
Polder Quality Result Comments
Harmonic Analysis N/A
Firmware versions C:RK6MR0 L:RK6NJ0
C~~~ +









Manufacturer: c&o % of Ref. Value
Modal: UPS12-210~9R >=60% Passed
Type: VRLA <60°o Famed
AR1pS / HOUf: 53.8 Volts/Jar
Date Code: 2oii/~2 >=is~oi~s sassed
Reference Value: i2so <13 volts wiled*
Temp. (Celsius): 2z Floating voltage (Volts)
D8t2: 2/9/2016 Tast performed OMOFF line
Time: 1 o:so
Jar No. Volts/Jar Conductance % of Ref. Value
1 13.615 997 81
2 13.555 991 81
3 13.522 780 64
4 13.584 941 77
5 13.465 830 68 0
6 13.593 985 BO%
7 13.556 1022 83
8 13.539 1046 85
9 13.495 824 67
10 13.495 1028 84
11 13.572 1046 85
12 13.562 985 80
13 13.558 1034 84
14 13.573 972 79
15 13.586 966 79
16 13.496 997 81
17 13.47 836 68
18 13.556 861 70
19 13.52 1090 89
20 13.575 1071 87
21 13.528 923 75
22 13.501 787 64
23 13.516 886 72
24 13.489 923 75%
25 13.503 935 76
26 13.488 954 78
27 13.489 910 74
28 13.474 991 81
29 13.481 947 77


































Jar No. Volts/Jar Conductance % of Ref. Value
31 13.477 966 79%
32 13.533 756 62
33 13.475 954 78
34 13.52 669 55
35 13.513 1003 82%
36 13.392 669 55°h
37 13.367 947 77
38 13.505 1090 89
39 13.545 1077 88





































Test performed OMOFF line
Jar No. Volts/Jar Conductance °/a of Ref. Value
1 13.404 954 78%
2 13.531 954 78%
3 13.571 935 76%
4 13.537 1046 85%
5 13.538 848 69
6 13.406 712 580
7 13.463 1040 85°~
8 13.428 1009 82%
9 13.459 1026 84
10 13.539 1040 85
11 13.485 966 79
12 13.497 624 67
13 13.431 1065 87
14 13.483 g47 770
15 13.491 811 66%
16 13.452 1121 92
17 13.44 1022 63%
16 13.508 818 67%
19 13.448 1046 85
20 13.471 935 76%
21 13.465 1071 87%
22 13.465 960 78%
23 13.464 1003 82°~
24 13.457 1003 82%
25 13.493 966 79%
26 13.573 923 75%
27 13.478 1034 84%
28 13.465 1028 84
2g 13.484 725 59


































Jar No. Volts/Jar Conductance % of Ref. Value
31 13.464 601 49%
32 13.464 1034 84°k
33 13.48 923 75°h
34 13.477 923 75
35 13.471 1022 83
36 13.482 997 81
37 13.534 655 70
38 13.465 1071 87%
39 13.548 1071 87%




























Pressure at the Point of Connection (POC) working back from the test hydrant 
Pressure at POC = 63 + 0.97 + 0.14 = 64.1 psi 
 
Pressure Loss (psi) = 0.97 
Pipe Schedule 40   
Pipe Material PVC   
Nominal Size 12 inch   
Inside Diameter 11.938 
inch 
  
Flow Rate 1835 gpm   
Length  336 ft   
Fittings Number   
Long Radius Elbow (90) 2   
Reducer  1 Outlet Size 8 inch 
 
Pressure Loss (psi) = 0.14  
Pipe Schedule 40 
Pipe Material PVC 
Nominal Size 8 inch 
Inside Diameter 7.981 inch 
Flow Rate 1835 gpm 






Pressure at the Base of Riser (BOC) working forward from the Point of Connection 
Pressure at BOC = 64.1 – 1.3 – 7.6 = 55.2 psi 
 
Pressure Loss (psi) = 1.3  
Pipe Schedule 40   
Pipe Material PVC   
Nominal Size 12 inch   
Inside Diameter 11.938 inch   
Flow Rate 1835 gpm   
Length  400 ft   
Fittings Number   
Long Radius Elbow 
(90) 
1   
Reducer  1 Outlet Size 6 inch 
 
Pressure Loss (psi) = 7.6 
Pipe Schedule 40 
Pipe Material PVC 
Nominal Size 6 inch 
Inside Diameter 6.065 inch 
Flow Rate 1835 gpm 






















Valve Tag Size (in) Status Type Model
Backflow Contorl Valve ‐ Supply 1001 6 Normally Open Grooved Butterfly Victaulic 705
Backflow Contorl Valve ‐ Discharge 1002 6 Normally Open Grooved Butterfly Victaulic 705
Backflow Preventer 1003 6 n/a DCVA Watts 757
Main Riser Module 1004 6 n/a Riser Module Victaulic 747M
North Standpipe Shuotoff 1005 6 Normally Open Grooved Butterfly Victaulic 705
South Standpipe Shutoff 1006 6 Normally Open Grooved Butterfly Victaulic 705
Basement Zone Control Valve 1007 4 Normally Open Grooved Butterfly Victaulic 705
Zone Check Valve 1008 4 n/a Grooved Swing Check Victaulic 717
Basement Riser Module 1009 4 n/a Riser Module Victaulic 747M
Main Floor Zone Control Valve 1010 3 Normally Open Grooved Butterfly Victaulic 705
Zone Cehck Valve 1011 3 n/a Grooved Swing Check Victaulic 717
Main Floor Riser Module 1012 3 n/a Riser Module Victaulic 747M
Main Floor Standpipe Shutoff 1013 4 Normally Open Grooved Butterfly Victaulic 705
RPZ Gate Valve Supply 1014 3 Normally Open Flanged OS&Y
RPZ Gate Valve Discharge 1015 3 Normally Open Flanged OS&Y
Reduced Pressure Zone Assembly 1016 3 n/a Reduced Pressure Backflow Preventer Watts 009
Second Floor Zone Control Valve 1017 3 Normally Open Grooved Butterfly Victaulic 705
Zone Check Valve 1018 3 n/a Grooved Swing Check Victaulic 717
Second Floor Riser Module 1019 3 n/a Riser Module Victaulic 747M
Third Floor Zone Control Valve 1020 3 Normally Open Grooved Butterfly Victaulic 705
Zone Check Valve 1021 3 n/a Grooved Swing Check Victaulic 717
Third Floor Riser Module 1022 3 n/a Riser Module Victaulic 747M
Glazing Zone Control Valve 1023 2 Normally Open Grooved Butterfly Victaulic 705W
Glazing Check Valve 1024 2 n/a Grooved Swing Check Victaulic 717
Glazing Riser Module 1025 2 n/a Riser Module Victaulic 747M
East Zone Control Valve 1026 4 Normally Open Grooved Butterfly Victaulic 705
Zone Check Valve 1027 4 n/a Grooved Swing Check Victaulic 717
East Floor Riser Module 1028 4 n/a Riser Module Victaulic 747M
West Zone Control Valve 1029 4 Normally Open Grooved Butterfly Victaulic 705
Zone Check Valve 1030 4 n/a Grooved Swing Check Victaulic 717
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~NCTAWC ll~ p1EtK VALVE
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RING
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~~ ~ ~ TRAPEZE HANGER
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~~REpNREDNOTES SERVIC65 ~I~ SPRINAL6R LCCBND No. OY REVISIONS DD/IfM/W YNOP65tl10NAL SBAL: PHOJBGT: i015CLA1~I8RVACNn~Dy~yEy~RSTE!L/T~
~~I~G
1.J OWNCR RESPoNSIALC (OR EWNTRIU'.~G OUILd4C TCMPCRATURE AT pDCWETE INEL FOR WCt
P'~E SPRiNKIEN $YSIEY
___
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TRV i GG~O~ {~~~(y 2.) NO LUTERIAL OINER TMW TINT MSTPLLED B
Y VNIpERSTEIT TIRE PROTECl10N. LTD. SHRIL BE
SUPPORTED FROM SPRINKLER PIGiW: M!D CONPONCMS AT ANt TI4E
3.) SPP.iNNiiR MTEM IS CESIGYED M CONiOPMM'GE WI1M NfPA I~} ~~~0 EDR:dI
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<.I TAVPER Pfl00F SWACIIES SHAD 3. LOCATED OA AlL SfSiEM CCMROI VALVES
5.) ALL SYS~CN CONTROL VA~V[$ TO OE SV~CRVSCD OPEN
6.) SYSIEIA SN/~LL 9E PRESSUkE T_SiE~ UPoN COM>LEiION PtR Ni PA e!1 1010 FF.OUIRF.Mf.NTS
1J ~iRE DEPARTMENT CONNECTION OUTLETS TO BE WESTERN CANADA THREAD PATTERN
e.) WJNS AND DRANCfI,WES i0 OE SCHAD DOMfSiiG BUCK STEEL
7.) Oft0V5 AND <RM-OVCRS TO BE t' $CH. 46 DOYEST:L BVCK STEEL









MAIN FLOOR SPRINKLER PLAN
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.. '~..~~, . g TAPPING IEE
S: CATE VALVE 400'-0 iZ" PVC
_... Y
ImO I I~
O ~RSER &LL OF WTERNLO5 ~~ ~~~ ~ NU51(Y 11AIN 01'fICE BIlIL01NG
z.l ism~~ Cq.~ cMO e~cK~tat w[vixrtx to
O i b~  W~ ~~LL~ a xl ~s u+/~'nrzx uucc Q 
3 STOftEVS
~I ~Sb.m Poirta ` se nw~SwiG~ MAIN FLOCR EL 100'-0
5.) wmm ~SOO 
1 i.; i ~~u~p u~~  
° = 
SPR~NKIER SOiRCE EL. 100'-0
€ n. Swwi[a uar I°
O I~
O~ Pui u pwau C'na~n
~; a 2~~.
— I DIRE OEPARl1AENT CONNf.CTI(Md
NOTES.
t • %.i9. ~ ~'
-0 12~ PVC 
SIiE PLAN (OR NYDRAV4C REFERENCE ONLY
~ _.. VquDEPSTELT FWE PROiECTIW'S CONTRRCT
0 STAR 15 P.T DOA1ESnC CO4NEC'~ON iN51pE NECHA4ICAL
. J ~ ,i004 Ai SHONN Oh' FLANS
r_sr nroaAUr - io +sa ~`` SITE PLAN
MA~IN RISER I 'suv9 o~;eas cvu ~oxiuc LZ% 'n.."'s
3 ~ NYDRANT EL. i00'-0
NOTES PBpUIRGO SCNVIC68 HPRINKI.BR LEC6ND No. BY RM~ISION9 DD/MU/YY ~POP65SIONAL SGL: 
PR0J8Cf: DISCL4IYSR
VANU~R~TELT` -Q ~ ~~P• 
A on esc ~ x s.~.N ~, u "f5p"AVV7fbv i 
HUSKYENERGYILDING a --modi.) O'NNER RESPDVSIBIE fOR NA'N1AiI:ING BUiL01NC IEVPERAIURE Al FDEQUETE LkVEL FOR WEi ELEC~R W~RiNG '^ - ] m 'J~ Sf REV5E0 FOR iNTERi R, Fi'-U' 29.APR.11
tp ( .C/~~/~{/~ PIPE SMtINKLER SYSTEM INCOM:NL W~T[R S RJN'E % 1 VICtAII - 1 SIPN RU RESPONSE BRA55 U IGM ~ 5.6 izm~.. MAIN OFFICE BU
~~I(l~. ~~MTLV 1~L~ L~Vti 2.) NO IAATERML OTHER TIW: THAT iNSTA:LEO BY 
VANDERS'ELT GNtE PROTEGPDN. LTJ. SINLL 8E fl TW I Nr X Pb' ~C TA - NJ p ~ N 51 WALL 5.6 I nn 
___'_ °°°
SU~WRTED FROM SPRINKLER PiPINf. AIID COYPONEt!'S Ai AYY IIU,E __ 4429-44th ST.
3.) SPRINKLCR SYSTEM IS OESiGAED IN CCNFORWINGE WRY{ NFPA /f3 2010 EDITION LLOYDMINSTER, SASKATCHEWAN ~s+~.g~ y
4.) 1AMPER PROJf SW!iCMES SHNLL EE IOGiEU ON ALL 5~lEM CONiROI VAL`ICS ~ 7'\/
i.) ALL 'YSTE!A CONT30L VALVES TO BE SUPERVM'EO OPEN ~~: CONTRACTED D¢SCRII'TIaY: e~~vox Aso , ~ ~I~ o..,c2 AUG.2010
VONpd. 51C 6.) SYSTEM SHALL BE ?R=S+URE TESTED UPON iONPLETiON PER NiPA all 201J REWIRENiN15 pY~ ~rrrt. ~~~~j
SDK 4Nf1 
~.) GIRE DEPARix1CNT G0IJNECIION OUTL[t5 TO OE WESTERN CANPp4 THREAD ?ATi:RN '. B+)iIING 4 
assoc~mcs. Ito. 
SECOND FLOOR SPRINKLER PLANPH: (308) 258-2280 d.) 4AiN5 MU HkPNCHLiNfS t0 HE SCN. 411 DOMF.SIIC 91ALF S1F.EL —'-""'---~ ---- ~ 1~e ~
P0.C: (061 2u8-22B1 g_~ pppps qND ARM-OVERS TO B. 1' SLN. q0 BIPCK SiEsL T A. 1 ~ S 0 gg9 PROJECT NORTH AS \O7[D x> t1F~
<B
;~;
•WINDOW SPftINKIERS SHALL BE
SPACED NIN. 6'-0 UNLESS
SEPARATED BY BAFFLE OR IAULLION
OF SUFFICIENT DEPTH TO PREVENT














1 THIRD FLOOR SYSTEM~i i ~ t 3~





E AC(YRATEO TO 410Y1 UvE~iFi~~S QwtLCR utiu mSES f0 ABOK
RixG 1RE
~~LIP] qRl~ _ _
n SECTION AT MAIN FLOOR WEST STAIR CORE
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3.) SF0.INKLCR SYSTEM IS DESIGNED W CONfOiMPNCE WITH NFPA I3 2J10 EDITIONB
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0.) TAMPER PRfJOF SWRCXES SHA!L BE LOCATED ON ALL SlSi=N CONTROL VALVES
5.) All iYSTEN CONTROL VALVES TO BE SUPiRVISED CPEN
6.) MiEM StIpLL BC PRESSURC TESIE~ UPoN COYPI.Cf101J F[R NfPA b13 20tJ :tEOU:REIAEl~TS
]J flRE DEPARTMENT LON4ECilON OUTLETS t0 BE NESTERN CANADA THREAD PATTERN
8.) WJNS AIID BRANCHtINES TO BE SCN. 40 O'JNESTIC 3i~CK STEEL



































WEST PENTHOUSE EAST PENTHOUSE ~
INSTALL PRESSUFE GAUGES AT T.O ST N~PI>E RISER
TO SPRINKL R SYSTEM TO SPRINKL R SYSTEM
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OWNER RESPONSIBLE i0R AWKAININC BUILDING TE4PERATURE AT ADEOUEIE ~EVEI FOR WET
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Venry all dimmsons, elevations, and datum: report any errors
and/ a dittiepancies ro the architect prior ro cautiuction.
All drawings remain Ue pmoerty of Ne a~itecl.
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Project name: Project Building Date:
Step 
No. Pipe size
Pipe Fittings and 
Devices
q 2" L 0.0 C= 120 Pt 9.5 K = 5.6
2.067 F 0.0 Pe -
1 Q 17.3 T 0.0 pf 0.00 Pf 0.0
2 q 17.3 2" L 11.6 C= 120 Pt 9.5 K = 5.6
2.067 F 0.0 Pe -
Q 34.6 T 11.6 pf 0.01 Pf 0.2
q 0.0 2" L 2.0 C= 120 Pt 9.7 K = 5.6
2.067 1 Tee (2") F 10.0 Pe -
Q 34.6 T 12.0 pf 0.01 Pf 0.2
L 10.0 C= 120 Pt 9.9 K = 5.6
4 q 2" L 0.0 C= 120 Pt 9.5 K = 5.6
2.067 F 0.0 Pe -
Q 17.3 T 0.0 pf 0.00 Pf 0.0
q 17.3 2" L 9.6 C= 120 Pt 9.5 K = 5.6
2.067 1 Tee (2") F 10.0 Pe -
Q 17.3 T 19.6 pf 0.00 Pf 0.1
Pt 9.6 KBL1 16.4
Q 52.0
q 50.9 4" L 9.8 C= 120 Pt 9.6 KBL2 16.4
BL3 4.026 F 20.0 Pe -
Q 102.9 T 29.8 pf 0.0039 Pf 0.115
q 51.2 4" L 9.8 C= 120 Pt 9.7 KBL3 16.4
4.026 F 20 Pe
Q 154.0 T 29.8 pf 0.0081 Pf 0.242
q L C= Pt 10.0
F Pe
Q T pf Pf
q 2" L 9.7 C= 120 Pt 9.5 K = 5.6
BL4 (Left) 2.067 F 5.0 Pe -
Q 17.3 T 14.7 pf 0.0037 Pf 0.054
q 17.3 2" L 11.6 C= 120 Pt 9.6 K = 5.6
2.067 F 0.0 Pe -
Q 34.6 T 11.6 pf 0.013 Pf 0.2
q 17.5 2" L 2.0 C= 120 Pt 9.8 K = 5.6
2.067 F 10.0 Pe
Q 52.1 T 12.0 pf 0.0282 Pf
q 2" L 0.0 C= 120 Pt 9.5 K = 5.6
BL4 (Right) 2.067 F 0.0 Pe -
Q 17.3 T 0.0 pf 0.00 Pf 0.0
q L C= Pt 9.5
F Pe
Q T pf Pf
q L C= Pt
F Pe
Q T pf Pf
q 4" L 166 C= 120 Pt 9.5
Calculate Pressure Change Back to BOR 4.026 F 188 Pe 32.0
Not additonal demand Q 225.9 T 354 pf 0.02 Pf 5.8
Pt 47.4
Balanced pressure at 9.6 psi
See Appendix for 
summary of fittings and 
calculations
Combined flow at A
34.6 + 17.3 = 52 gpm
Balanced pressure at 9.6 psi
Combined flow at AX
154 + 52.1 + 17.3 = 225.9 gpm
March 19, 2015
Pressure 
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477 1S` Avenue North
SASKAT(~ON, SASKATCHEWAN
CANADA S7K1X5
Phi 306-652-7772 ~X 306- 664-1906
KEY WEST ENGINEERING L7°D. E-mail: keywest,eng@shaw.ca
January 12, 2012
Vanderstelt Fire Protection Ltd.
Box 130
Vonda SK SOK 4N0
Attention: Mr. Steve Frederick:
Dear Sir:
RE: HUSKY -MAIN OFFICE
LLOYDMlNSTER, SK
File: 580-113
This letter is to confirm that Key Wes# Engineering Ltd. Mas visited the site to review the fire protection
systems for the above noted projec#. Based on our observations, we believe that the fire protection
systems are substantially complete and have been constructed in compliance with the applicable
codes and, subject only to approved deviations, incompliance with the drawings and specifications.
This statement must not relieve the Contractor from the responsibility of remedying outstanding
deficiencies including those discovered and those unforeseen, and those that may arise in the future,
to be in compliance with the requirement of the authorities having jurisdiction, whose opinion
supersedes the above noted statements.
Yours truly,
KEY W ENGINEERING LTD.
Robert .Cowan, P.Eng.
RJC/bhm
KEY WEST ENGINEERING LTD.
January 13, 2012
Vanderstelt Fire Protection Ltd.
Box 130
Vonda SK SOK 4N0
Attention: Mr. Steve Frederick:
Dear Sir:
RE: HUSKY -MAIN OFFICE
ILOYDMINSTER. SK
477 15' Avenue North
SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN
CANADA S7K1X5
PH 306-652-7772 FX 306- 664-1906
E-mail: keywest.eng@shaw.ca
Our File: 580-113
This letter is further to our letter of assurance of January 12, 2012 and the January 5, 2012 Field
Report.
The deficiencies and/or work remaining to complete listed in our January 5, 2012. field report do
not preclude the operation of the sprinkles systems as intended. The sprinkler systems are active
and wilt operate if required.
Yours truly,
















Sprinkler System Inspection – timing of inspections is important particularly is regions where 












Waterflow alarm devices  Quarterly  5.2.5  - free of damage; accessible
- retard chamber/alarm drains not leaking 




Gauges (wet pipe systems)  Quarterly  5.2.4.1  - replace if not accurate within 3% of full scale






Hangers/seismic bracing  Annually  5.2.3  - inspection from the floor level; shall not be 
damaged, loose, or unattached 











Spare sprinklers  Annually  5.2.1.4  - confirm the required number of spares and 
type are available 
Information signs  Annually  5.2.8   



















Sprinkler System Testing 
 
 
Mechanical devices Quarterly  5.3.3.1  
Vane and pressure switch-type 
devices 
Semiannually 5.3.3.2  
Valve supervisory signal devices  Table 
13.1.1.2 
 
Supervisory signal devices (except 




Main drain  Table 
13.1.1.2 
 
Antifreeze solutions Annually 5.3.4 - test before onset of freezing weather
Gauges 5 years 5.3.2  
Sprinklers (extra-high or greater 
temperature solder type)  






Sprinklers (fast response) At 20 years and 
every 10 years 
thereafter 
5.3.1.1.1.3 
Sprinklers At 50 years and 
every 10 years 
thereafter 
5.3.1.1.1 
Sprinklers At 75 years and 
every 5 years 
thereafter 
5.3.1.1.1.5 
Sprinklers (dry)  At 10years and every 
10 years thereafter 
5.3.1.1.1.6 
Sprinklers (in harsh environments) 5 years 5.3.1.1.2 
Valves (all types)  Table 
13.1.1.2 
 
Valves status test  13.3.1.2.1  
 
Sprinkler System Maintenance 
 
 
Valves (all types) Annually Table 
13.1.1.2 
 
Low point drains (dry pipe 
systems) 
Annually 13.4.4.3.2  
Sprinklers and automatic spray 
nozzles protecting commercial 
cooking equipment and ventilation 
systems 
Annually 5.4.1.9 Ensure replacement sprinklers have the proper 
characteristics for the application intended; 
utilize a Management of Change process to 
reduce likelihood of error 
Ensure inventory of spares is maintained; see 
NFPA 13 (5.4.1.5.4) 
 







Control Valves  Table 13.1.1.2  
Pressure regulating devices  Table 13.1.1.2  







Hose connections  Table 13.1.1.2.1  
Cabinets Annually NFPA 1962  
Gauges Weekly/quarterly 6.2.2  





threads, hose tests 
out of date 
Hose storage device Annually NFPA 1962  
Hose nozzles Annually and after each 
use 
NFPA 1962  
Hydraulic design information sign Annually 6.2.3  
Hose valves  Table 13.1.1.2  




Standpipe Testing  
 
 
Waterflow alarm devices  Table 13.1.1.2 Operational test 
Valve supervisory devices  Table 13.1.1.2 
Supervisory signal devices (except valve 
supervisory switches) 
 Table 13.1.1.2 
Hose storage devices Annually NFPA 1962  
Hoses 5 years/3 years NFPA 1962  
Pressure control valve  Table 13.1.1.2  
Pressure reducing valve  Table 13.1.1.2  
Hydrostatic test 5 years 6.3.2 - in 
conformance 
with NFPA 13 
Flow test 5 years 6.3.1  
Main drain test  Table 13.1.1.2  
Hose valves  Table 13.1.1.2  
Hose connections  Table 13.1.1.2  





Hose connections Annually Table 6.1.2  
Valves (all types) Annually/ as needed Table 13.1.1.2  
Hose valves  Table 13.1.1.2  
*Items which do not apply in this building 
 
 




Valves, Valve Components and Trim Inspection 
 
 
Control Valves    
Sealed Weekly 13.3.2.1 secured with locks or supervised, 
accessible (including snow and 
ice), free of leaks, id tags 
Locked or electrically supervised Monthly 13.3.2.1.1  
    
Valve Supervisory Signal Initiating 
Devices 
Quarterly 13.3.2.1.2 free of physical damage; normally 
open or closed 
    
Alarm Valves    
Exterior Monthly 13.4.1.1  
Interior 5 years 13.4.1.2  
Strainers, filters, orifices 5 years 13.4.1.2  
    
Check Valves    
Interior 5 years 13.4.2.1  
    
Preaction/Deluge Valves    
Enclosure (during cold weather) Daily/weekly 13.4.3.1  
Exterior Monthly 13.4.3.1.6  
Interior Annually/5years 13.4.3.1.7  
Strainers, filters, orifices 5 years 13.4.3.1.8  
    
Dry Pipe Valves/Quick Opening 
Devices 
   
Gauges Weekly/monthly 13.4.4.1.2.4, 
13.4.4.1.2.5 
 
Enclosure (during cold weather) Daily/weekly 13.4.4.1.1  
Exterior Monthly 13.4.4.1.4  
Interior Annually 13.4.4.1.5  
Strainers, filters, orifices 5 years 13.4.4.1.6  
    
Pressure Reducing and Relief 
Valves 
   
Sprinkler systems Quarterly 13.5.1.1  
Hose connections Annually 13.5.2.1  
Hose racks Annually 13.5.3.1  
    
Fire Pumps    
Casing relief valves Weekly 13.5.7.1, 13.5.7.1.1  
Pressure relief valves Weekly 13.5.7.2, 13.5.7.2.1  
  
 
    
Backflow Prevention Assemblies    
Reduced pressure Weekly/monthly 13.6.1  
Reduced pressure detectors Weekly/monthly 13.6.1  
    
Fire Department Connections Quarterly 13.7.1  
    
 
Valves, Valve Components and Trim Testing 
 
 
Main Drains Annually/quarterly 13.2.5, 13.2.5.1, 
13.3.3.4 
 
    
Gauges 5 years 13.25.7.2  
    
Waterflow Alarms Quarterly/semiannually 13.2.6  
    
Control Valves   - operate through full range and 
return to normal position 
Position Annually 13.3.3.1  
Operation Annually 13.3.3.1  
Supervisory Semiannually 13.3.3.5  
    
Preaction/Deluges Valves    
Priming water Quarterly 13.4.3.2.1  
Low air pressure alarms Quarterly/semiannually 13.4.3.2.13, 
13.4.3.2.14 
 
Full flow Annually 13.4.3.2.2  
Air leakage 3 years 13.4.3.2.6  
    
Dry Pipe Valves/Quick-Opening 
Devices 
   
Air leakage 3 years 13.4.4.2.9  
Priming water Quarterly 13.4.4.2.1  
Low air pressure alarms Quarterly 13.4.4.2.6  
Quick-Opening Devices Quarterly 13.4.4.2.4  
Trip test Annually 13.4.4.2.2  
Full flow trip test 3 years 13.4.4.2.2.2  
    
Pressure-Reducing and Relief 
Valves 
   
Sprinkler systems 5 years 13.5.1.2  
Circulation relief Annually 13.5.7.1.2  
Pressure relief valves Annually 13.5.7.2.2  
Hose connections 5 years 13.5.2.2  
Hose racks 5 years 13.5.3.2  
    
Backflow Prevention Assemblies Annually 13.6.2  
    
 
Valves, Valve Components and Trim Maintenance 
 
 
Control Valves  13.3.4  
    
Preaction/Deluge Valves  13.4.3.3.2  
    
Dry Pipe Valves/Quick Opening 
Devices 
 13.4.4.3  






Private Fire Service Mains Frequency Reference from NFPA 25 (2014) 
Inspection 
 
Hose hydrants Quarterly 7.2.2.7 
Hydrant (dry barrel and wall) Annually and after each 
operation 
7.2.2.4 
Monitor nozzles* Semiannually 7.2.2.6 
Hydrants (wet barrel)* Annually and after each 
operation 
7.2.2.5 
Mainline strainers Annually and after each 
significant flow 
7.2.2.3 
Piping (exposed)* Annually 7.2.2.1 
Piping (exposed) see 7.2.2.2 7.2.2.2 
Testing 
 
Monitor nozzles* Flow annually (range and 
operation) 
7.3.3 
Hydrants Flow, annually 7.3.2 
Piping flow test (exposed and 
underground ) 
5 years 7.3.1 
Valve status test  13.3.1.2.1 
Maintenance 
 
Mainline strainers Annually and after each 
operation 
7.2.2.3 
Hose houses* Annually 7.2.2.7 
Hydrants Annually 7.4.2 
Monitor nozzles* Annually 7.4.3 
 







General Assets (1) Parts Scheduled Evi~nt,4 Completed tve;nts AQivity








............ ;Task Status ...
........_._......._............ 
..
Task #: TSK453 :Status:
Estimated Time:
. ......
2 (hrs per Asset) Type:
Labour Rate/hr: t~( 535.00 
;Based on Assigned: Assigned Group:
Estimated Labour Cost: V $70.00 ~ Assigned To:
Schedule: ~
the first Monday of every 1 month atw ~ f !Service Provider:
06:00 starting on 2072-04-02 1








Visual Inspection as follows, (to be completed by Building Operator)
-Check and ensure that each control valve is secured in its normal open position by means of a seal, lock or tam
per switch.
-Check and ensure that the gauges on the wet sprinkler system register the normal water supply pressure.
- Inspect the fire department connections and ensure they are visible and accessible at all times.
-Check and ensure caps or plugs are in place, threads in good condition bM ~~ ~+^N u. grain in working order.
-Check and ensure valves are not leaking.
Task 999
Generel Assflts (1j PartS Schedolc:i Lv~~nt5 CGm~)I~!'ed Ever~}3 hdivity
._
'Task Details ..... ...
_._..__...._._..W_.._....__..._,._......._..........._
.. ...... _ ... ... 
.
._...._W..._....._.... _.:..____ ._ ._..__
_ .. ,Task Status
Task #: TSK999 Status:
Estimated Time: ' 3 (hrs per Asset)I ............... ;Type:
Labour Rate/hr: $35.00 ;Based on Assigned:'
~~
Assigned Group:





the second Monday of every 6











Perform functional testing as per NFPA 25 (see attached) (to be completed by certified technician)





Paitlit?es b A+sei 3ei.icas
PM Events where Status = Completed for Husky Place and Asset =Alarm Devices and for Events Assigned to NathanBrock Scheduled to start between 2014-01-01 and 2014-12-31
PM Events
Date #Status Asset Name
2014-02-05 E Completed ~ Alarm Devices
2014-05-15 Completed Alarm Devices







Summary Facility Assigned To ! Total Cost ~ Actual Time
Quarterly PM Husky Place #Nathan Brock ! $35 00 ~ 1` 00
Quarterly PM Husky Place Nathan Brock $70.00 j 2. 0
Quarterly PM Husky Place Nathan Brock ~ $70.00 j ~ 2.00
Quarterly PM Husky Place i Nathan Brock $70.00 2.00
v $245.00 ~ 7
4 items
~~ ~
PM Events where Status = Completed for Husky Place and Asset = Backflow Preventer -Main Sprinkler and for
Events Assigned to Nathan Brock Scheduled to start between 2014-01-01 and 2014-12-31
PM Events
?Assigned ! Total ' ActualDate j Status ~ Asset Name ~ Summary Facility r
~ To Cost : Time





_._ _ _-____ 
...—
.__.....~ 4- - ---~- --
Total 
~ ~ ? $35.00 ~ 1
AssetPlanner
PM Events where Status = Completed for Husky Place and Asset =Fire Alarm System and for Events Assigned to






F Asset Name Summary
Fire Alarm System Monthly PM
Facility Assigned To







2014-02-03 Completed Fire Alarm System Monthly PM Husky Place Nathan Brock $15.00 0.50
2014-03-03 Completed Fire Alarm System ~ Monthly PM Husky Place =Nathan Brock ~~ $30.00 1.00
2014-04-07 Completed Fire Alarm System Monthly PM Husky Place .Nathan Brock $30.00 1.00
` 2014-05-05 Completed Fire Alarm System Monthly PM Husky Place :Nathan Brock $15.00 0.50





Fire Alarm System Annual PM
__--------
---i
Husky Place ~ Nathan Brock $17.50 Y 0.50
201407-07 Completed Fire Alarm System Monthly PM Husky Place ;Nathan Brock $30.00 1.00
201408-04 Completed Fire Alarm System ~ Month►y PM Husky Place ;Nathan Brock $15.00 0.50
2014-09-01
201410-06
Completed Fire Alarm System ;Monthly PM
Fire Alarm System 'Monthly PM
Husky Place ;Nathan Brock










Fire Alarm System ' Monthy PM
Fire Alarm System Monthly PM
_
----- --t--
,Husky Place ~ Nathan Brock










PM Events where Status = Completed for Husky Place and Asset =Fire Alarm System and for Events Assigned to










_, _ __ ..












Fire Alarm System Monthly PM
._.___ _.._.. __u
Fire Alarm System Monthly PM
Fire Alarm System 'Monthly PM
Fire Alarm System Monthy PM
_.f ._.._ ~ _.
Husky Place Nathan Brock
~_____ _.___,_~ ~.~ _ ____ ._
Husky Place Nathan Brock
Husky Place Nathan Brock~i












2014-05-05 Completed Fire Alarm System ~ Monthy PM Husky Place ~ Nathan Brock $17.50 0.50
2014-06-02 Completed Fire Alarm System 'Monthly PM Husky Place ~ Nathan Brock $17.50 0.50
2014-06-10 Completed Fire Alarm System Annual PM Husky Place ;Nathan Brock $17.50 0.50





Fire Alarm System Monthly PM
Fire Alarm System , Monthy PM
Husky Place ;Nathan Brock











Fire Alarm System =Monthly PM
Fire Alarm System ; Monthy PM
Husky Place ~ Nathan Brock











cif itlielS ({ 
.~>5'1 .°i C'»ICPt
PM Events where Status = Completed for Husky Place and Asset =Fire Extinguishers Scheduled to start between2014-01-01 and 2014-12-31PM Events
Date Status Asset Name Summary ~ Facility _. _~,Assigned To Total Cost Actual Time2014-01-06 ~ Completed Fire Extinguishers Monthly PM ;Husky Place Nathan Brock $35.00 1.00
Nathan Brock $8.75 0.25 ~




Fire E~ctinguishers ;Monthly P`__M




Nathan Brock y $35.00 1.00 E
Nathan Brock $35.00 1. 0x2014
`Monthly PM
-07-07 Completed Fire Extinguishers j Husky Place Nathan Brock $70.00 2.00
~
201408-04 Completed Fire Extinguishers ;Monthly PM Husky Piace Nathan Brock $35.00 ' 0
~~






Fire Extinguishers ;Monthly PM
..__...
Husky Place





__.... _... .._... _ _~._.M_W _ ..__. _..~. _ . _..____ . _ .3
j
_..._ _ _ _.. _...._...
$551.25 15.75
_~__._ .___._ 




f3tttli~Of 6~ Alftt. 3efl'IS4a






~ Assigned i Total ActualDate Status ~ Asset Name summary ?Facility 
~ To { Cost Time f,_. ~. 
__.._ 
_~____._ ~ ~-,__.. ____..~_._._.. 
-- 
j
Fire Suppression Sprinkler ;Husky Nathan ~ y~ ~~2014-01 06 ~ Completed ; +Monthly PM 
~ 
~ $35.00 1A0Systems ~ ;Place Brock
Fire Suppression Sprinkler ~~ ~ Husky ~ ~' Nathan ~~~~ a~~ j2014-02-03 Completed Systems ~ Monthly PM pace Brock $35.00 ` 1.00
2014-02-10 Completed Fire Suppression Sprinkler ~ Quartery M Husky Nathan $600.00 , 4.00Systems Place ~ Brock
Fire Suppression Sprinkler-'-,.~~ ^  ~ j Husky T 1 Nathan ~ ~~201403-03 Completed Systems I Monthly PM ~ puce ~ Brock ~~i $35.00 ~ 1.00
4
2014-04-07 I Com feted' Fire Suppression Sprinkler Month) pM ;Husky ~ Nathanp Y $35.00 1.00Systems ~ ~ Place ;Brock
Fire Suppression Sprinkler 
~~Husky ;Nathan 
~
201405-05 Completed y Monthly PM , 
~ $17.50 0.50 IS stems Place #Brock
Fire Suppression Sprinkler 
~ Husky Nathan2014-06-02 Completed Systems Monthly PM ~ puce Brock ~ $35.00 1.00;
I.
2014-06-09' mpleted Fire Suppression Sprinkler Semi-annual Husky Nathan $17,50 0.50!Systems PM ~ Place Brockn__ .__ y. __~________ ..._._.~_..~... .. .,..~.______ .,.a__...~_ ~._._..___. 




_ .. _ 
- 
---~Fire Suppression Sprinkler Husky Nathan ~2014-06-10 Completed Systems ~ Annual PM i Place ~ Brock ~ $17.50 0.50
y Fire Suppression Sprinkler Semi-annual ~ ~ Husky ~ Nathan ~~ ~M ~~2014-06-11 Completed ~ Systems PM Place Brock $05.00 3.00
Fire Suppression Sprinkler Husky Nathan ~ ~T~2014-07-07 Completed 
~ Monthly PM ~ 
~ $35.00 1.00Systems ,Place Brock
Fire Suppression Sprinkler ' Husky ~ Nathan ~ ~~ ~~~~ -2014-08-04 ,Completed ~ Monthly PM $52.50 1.50Systems , Place ~ Brock i '~~~a~~~`___~_~ -{--
Fire Suppression Sprinkler ! ~ ~ ~ Husky Nathan 
`
2014-08-11 ;Completed 
;Systems ~ Quarterly PM ;place Brock ~ $300.00 2.00 ".__j._~.~^.__..~.._. 





_...._..~_._._.._.~.~Fire Suppression Sprinkler ~ Husky Nathan j2014-09-01 Completed Systems ~ Monthly PM ~ Place Brock 1 $70.00 2.00'
201410-06 . Completed ~ Systemspression Sprinklerµ ~ Monthly PM 
~ Pla ey ~ Brockn ! $52.50 1.50,.. _.._._.___~._,~Ar 
._._ .__.___.
' Fire Suppression Sprinkler Husky Nathan ~ ~~~~~~ ~v_-i^~2014-11-03 ;Completed ;Systems ~ ~O^thly PM~' pace #Brock ~ $35.00 1.00





2014-12-01 ~ Completed ~ S rst 
msPression Sprinkle M they PM Husky ~ Nathan ~ $35.00 1.00 Ey ~ Ptace ;Brock }~__.,_~._._ ~_ ____ ~ _. _ _.______.._ ....~~.,._.~_._ _._____,~ .._ ~__~_____ ° _._._ _,__..._..._.,__..~.__._ .~.._..___ ,_.._.._..w.,.Fire Suppression Sprinkler ;Semi-annual Husky Nathan2014-12-30 'Completed ;Systems s PM Place (Brock $105.00 3.00i~ 
_...~ .. ~.~ 
.._._...._Total ' 
~ ! $2,217.50 30.5
20 items
AssetPlanner
f8 .L Y A ~. 1 '.' L
PM Events where Status = Completed for Husky Place and Asset =Fire Suppression Sprinkler Systems -Pre-actionScheduled to start between 2014-01-01 and 2014-12-31
PM Events
-~ ;Assigned Total ~ Actuai• Date ~ Status ~ Asset Name Summary i Facility
f '. To Cost Time
_ . _...~.- -----._...__~-- 
__._..__...._. _ ,~._.__ _.._._._. 
_ _ _.. __ .. _.. _.. .. _. _.1..__ ._
2014-01-01 ' Completed ~ Fire Suppression Sprinkler Monthly PM ;Husky ;Nathan $17.50' 0.50i ;Systems -Pre-action 
~ Place Brock
Fire Suppression Sprinkler 'Husky ,Nathan2014-02-01 ;Completed Monthly PM r $17.50 0.50 j~ Systems Pre-action 
.Place Brock ,~.__... ..___ _. _ . _ . _ 
--- 
. __.__ , _ . _ _ 
_......J.... _. .._.._.~.._.. _ .. _. _ ~.__.~Fire Suppression Sprinkler ;Husky j Nathan201402-10 Completed ~ Systems -Pre-action Quarterly PM ;place ~ Brock $17.50 ~ 050
Fire Suppression Sprinkler i Husky Nathan j2014 03 01 Completed ~ Monthly PM $17.50 0.50Systems -Pre action Place ;Brock
~ ~ Fire Suppression Sprinkler Husky ~ Nathan 
~ ^~2014-04-01 'Completed , Monthly PM 
~ Brock $17.50 ~ 0.501 ~ Systems -Pre action Place 
~
1 Fire Suppression Sprinkler 
~ Husky ?Nathan ~~2014-05-01 ;Completed 4 Systems -Pre-action Monthly PM ;place ?Brock $17.50 ; 0.50
~ Fire Suppression Sprinkler 3 Husky ~ Nathan ~MM2014-06-01 'Completed 
,Systems -Pre-action Monthly PM ~ place }Brock $17.50 0.50
2014-06-09 ~ Completed ~ SystemsprPre-act 
onrinkler Quarterly PM i Pla eY ~B otckn $~~•50 ; 0.50
_ _.
2014-06-09 ~ Completed ~ Fire Suppression Sprinkler Annual PM f Husky :Nathan $17.50 ', 0. ~ Systems -Pre-action 
~ Place Brock
' Fire Suppression Sprinkler Semi-annual Husky ;Nathan2014 06 10 ~ Completed ;Systems -Pre-action PM Place ~ Brock $17.50 j 0.50 ~
Fire Suppression Sprinkler Husky ;Nathan2014 07 01 ~ Completed Systems -Pre-action Monthly PM ;Place ;Brock $17.50 ; 0.50
_.._ ._..
2014 08 01 ;Completed ;Fire Suppression Sprinkler Monthly PM {Husky ~ Nathan $17.50 0.50Systems -Pre-action 
~ Place ~ Brock
Fire Suppression Sprinkler :Husky 'Nathan2014-OS-11 ~ Completed 
;Systems -Pre-action Quarterly PM 
`Place $17.50 } 0.50Brock
_____ 
_ _... _., _ _ _ _. . , ....~~. 
--
__.,w...._.~~.~..~.~ __4~_
2014-08-11 ~ Completed ~ SystemsprPre act 
onrinkler Pe~~mi-annual 
Pla eY ~ Baock n $105.00 ~ 3.00
__ y.__ ._.... _ ... _ _ . _ . _,. 
__, _ . _ ., . .. ._,~.._ 
_. __..._...Y..~._..~.;~..__~
Fire Suppression Sprinkler Husky Nathan i2014 09-01 Completed ;Systems -Pre-action Monthly PM ;Place Brock $~~•50 ; 0.50 `
' Fire Suppression Sprinkler Husky Nathan201410-01 Completed ~ Systems -Pre-action Monthly PM ;Place Brock $~ x•50 0.50..._~_...._.__~..._._...._._...._.....,_
._.y.,._....._._..---.._.____.. _._.. .. ._...
..,..._...._.,r,._.....___Y._..._..._~
2014-11-01 ' Completed ~ Fire Suppression Sprinkler Monthly PM Husky Nathan $17.50 ; 0.50
_ ~ _.
Systems -Pre-action Place 'Brock
2014-11-10 ;Completed ;Fire Suppression Sprinkler Quarterly pM .Husky Nathan $17.50 ~ 0.50Systems -Pre-action Place Brock
_.. __ y. _ _ _,. 
....__ 
_____.. . _... _ . __ 
_. _ __ 
_ .. w.___ ....
'Fire Suppression Sprinkler Husky Nathan2014-12-01 Completed ; Monthly PM $17.50 ' 0.50Systems -Pre-action Place Brock




General Assets {1} Parts Scheduled LvenLS Comply=.fed Ev~~n!s a~:Gvity
Task Details ....... _..... ...
...... ._......,.......,........_ .. ..................W
.. 
_..._. ......._ _....,. _ ......_
_..~ ..............................,.......,.... ......... .... , .
_.. T~skStatus._. 
_
Task #: TSK454 ;Status:
Estimated Time: ~ 4 (hrs per Asset) i Type:




Estimated Labour Cost: $600.00
`Assigned To:
Schedule:~e~
the second Monday of every 3




~~ w ~~ ~~ ~
Created:
Last Modified:
Summary.... ......._ ........... .. _. 
...._ 
_ _..... .._ ..... ..__.....
Quarterly PM
Ph5f'rocedure ............................__.._........................,...............................................__.................................................................._.._................._..._.............,................................................................................_.... _
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1.0 Purpose
The purpose of this document is to define the requirements for using the Corporate Fire
Protection Impairment Notice (FPIN). Guidance is offered on the effective management of
incidents where the Fire Protection System (FPS) becomes compromised due to planned or
unplanned events.
2.0 Scope
The requirement to document and effectively manage FPS impairment is applicable to all
facilities. The requirements for communicating FPS impairment to the Corporate risk
department are described in Section 5.3 of this document.
3.0 Governing and Reference Documents
3.1 Governing Documents
Goveming Document Document Title







Table 1: Governing Documents
Document TfUe
Standard for the Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of
Water-Based Fire Protection Systems
Standard on Clean Agent Fire Extinguishing Systems
Table 2: Reference Documents
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4.0 Definitions and Acronyms
Term
Deftnitlon
Clean Agent Electrically nonconducting, volatile, or gaseous fire extinguishing
agent that does not leave a residue upon evaporation.
Fire Protection Shall include, but shall not be limited to, the following:
System Sprinkler system
• Standpipe systems
• Fire hose systems
• Underground fire service mains
• Fire pumps
• Water storage tanks
• Water spray or deluge fixed systems
• Foam/water or clean agent systems
• Fire service control valves
• Gas detection systems including those for flammable or
toxic gases
Impairment A condition where a fire protection system or unit or portion
thereof is out of order and the condition can result in the fire
protection system or unit not functioning in a fire event or gas
release.
Normalization of htta://wiki ~ay.com/Pages/Normalization%20of%20Devia
Deviance nce-2154.aspx
Planned A condition where a fire protection system or a portion thereof is
Impairment out-of-service due to work that has been planned in advance,
such as revisions to the water supply or sprinkler system piping.
Unplanned A condition where a fire protection system or portion thereof is
Impairment out-of-service due to an unexpected occurrence, such as a
ruptured pipe, an operated sprinkler, or an interruption of the
water supply to the system.
FPIN Fire Protection Impairment Notice
FPS Fire Protection System
Table 3: Terms and Definitions
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5.0 Procedure
Fire protection impairment is the temporary, partial or full shutdown of any fire protection system
(FPS). Impairment is often associated with sprinkler systems, but it also applies to placing in
out-of-service or by-pass mode the following equipment.
• Fire pumps
• Fire water tanks and supply valves
• Standpipes and hoses and hydrants
• Automatic extinguishing systems
• Fire or gas detection and alarm systems
• Emergency power and lighting
5.1 Planned Impairment
Planned impairment is a condition where a component of the fire protection system is out of
service due to work that has been planned in advance, such as revisions to the water supply or
sprinkler system piping. If possible, plan ahead for the impairment with due consideration of the
following points.
• Use the local Management of Change process to ensure all potential impacts of
disabling the FPS are explored and understood.
Where possible, plan to work on FPS when the facility is not operating such as during
turnarounds
Impairments should not continue when the building or facility is unmanned. In other
words, a process should not be left unattended if the FPS has been rendered out-of-
service. Similar►y, an office building should not be left unoccupied if the building fire
protection is not functioning as designed. If work on the FPS will take more than one
day, then the task should be planned such that the system can be restored each night or
afire watch should be provided.
Ensure all tools and materials are on hand so that the job can be completed with minimal
delay.
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• Plan to work continuously until the job is complete, and restore the system as soon as
possible.
• Identify out-of-service FPS equipment with highly visible tags. This will reduce the
chance of overlooking the prompt restoration of the system.
• Prohibit any process with an inherent ignition source such as hot work in the affected
area.
• Plan to have temporary fire protection on hand, such as extra fire extinguishers, charged
hose lines, or temporary sprinkler protection.
• Document the planned FPI in the Operations Log and utilize the Operator Shift
Handover procedure to communicate the FPS status to the oncoming workers.
• Communicate the planned FP► to all affected parties which may include the local Fire
Department.
5.2 Unplanned Impairment
Unplanned impairment is a condition where a FPS or portion thereof is out-of-service due to an
unexpected occurrence, such a ruptured pipe, a sprinkler system or an interruption of the water
supply to the system.
All affected personnel should be advised of the unplanned FPS impairment. This may include
but is not limited to the persons) in charge of initial response for evacuation procedures, the fire
department, alarm and security companies if applicable. Unplanned FPI should be documented
in the facility Operations Log and discussed during Operator Shift Handover meetings.
5.3 Corporate Notification Requirements
corporate Risk Management Department shall be notified of all FPS impairments
where the duration is expected to exceed 4 hours. In some cases, it may be difficult to estimate
the duration of the impairment period. When in doubt, be conservative and submit the FPIN.
The Corporate Risk Department shall be notified using the FPIN.
Use the following steps for submission of the FPIN.
Prior to a planned impairment or on discovery of an unplanned impairment:
1. Complete Part A of the FPIN
2. Email the FPIN to the Corporate Risk Management Department at
,~com
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On restoration of the FPS:
1. Complete Part B of the FPIN
2. Email the FPIN to the Corporate Risk Management Department at
f m y com
5.4 Post Impairment Follow-up
Consider the following guidelines to reduce the frequency and severity of unplanned FPS
impairment:
• Utilize the S Incident Management processes to document nearmiss and actual
events. Incidents which lead to unplanned FPS impairment should be thoroughly
investigated to determine the root cause(s).
• Be vigilant for nearmiss trends —the investigation of a trend may prevent a future,
serious incident.
• Document lessons learned and review them with new workers as a means for passing
on organizational learnings.
• Guard against the normalization of deviance where chronic impairments become
accepted as routine.
6.0 Document Accountability and Responsibility
If you have questions, comments or suggestions regarding this document please contact one of
the positions identified below, which is held by the related person identified on the coversheet.
Coversheet
Role Position Title Approval Role





Loss Control Engineer Originator
Process Manager, Corporate Risk Department Approver
Steward
---







       
Main Floor (Top Figure)  Second Floor (Bottom Figure) 
Non‐hatched area  Non‐hatched area
‐ Live Load = 4.8 kPa (100 lb/ft2)  ‐ Live Load = 2.4 kPa (50 lb/ft2) 
‐ Dead Load = 1.5 kPa (30 lb/ft2)                                  ‐ Dead Load = 1.5 kPa (30 lb/ft2) 
Hatched area  Hatched area
‐ Live Load = 7.2 kPa (150 lb/ft2)  ‐ Live Load = 4.8 kPa (100 lb/ft2 
 
 
  
 
Third Floor  
Non‐hatched area  
‐ Live Load = 2.4 kPa (50 lb/ft2) 
‐ Dead Load = 1.5 kPa (30 lb/ft2) 
Hatched area 
‐ Live Load = 4.8 kPa (100 lb/ft2 
 
 
 
Appendix 34 
Sprayed Fire Resistive Material 
Technical Specifications 
http://www.adfire.com/fp%20products/FP%20Data%20Sheets/AD_Type_FP_data
_sheet_211112.pdf 
 
 
   
 
 
Appendix 35 
Design No. W404 
Fire Resistance Rating 
http://database.ul.com/cgi‐
bin/XYV/template/LISCANADA/1FRAME/showpage.html?name=BXUVC.W404&cc
nshorttitle=Fire+Resistance+Ratings&objid=1076416842&cfgid=1073741824&ver
sion=versionless&parent_id=1075952496&sequence=1 
 
   
 
 
Appendix 36 
Design No. F818 
Fire Resistance Rating 
http://www.adfire.com/fp%20products/FP_designs/FP%20Designs/ULC_design_F
818.pdf 
 
   
 
 
Appendix 37 
3M Fire Barrier Sealant CP 25WB 
Technical Specifications 
http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/EMDCI/Home/Products/Product
Catalog/~/3M‐Fire‐Barrier‐Sealant‐CP‐25WB‐
?N=5430651+3294069363&rt=rud#variantView 
   
 
 
Appendix 38 
Hilti CP 604 Self‐Leveling Firestop Sealant 
Technical Specifications 
https://www.hilti.ca/medias/sys_master/documents/h11/9078319906846/ASSET
_DOC_LOC_1543312_APC_RAW.pdf 
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